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CABLE

SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE CARL ALBERT
MINORITY LEADER JOHN RHODES
The President has reviewed the various options for his

~oreign

policy address to the Congress and has decided that Thursday,
April 10, at 9:00 P.M. would be the best date.
I,

xkexex~xexx

On his behalf

request, therefore, your approval for this date •

Please cable your concurrence at earliest possible time.

Jack Marsh

The President is desirous of addressing a Joint Session of the
Congress on Thursday, April 10 at 9:00p.m.
Foreign Affairs and Defense matters.

The subject is

We would be grateful if

you would communicate to Speaker Albert and Minority Leader
Rhodes this request for their approval.

The President feels that it would be best to do this the weeRthat the
Congress returns rather than delay until the following week.

The

Thursday, April 10 date appears to be the best during that week.

Senator Eastland has given his approval to the President's request.
Senator Mansfield in Mexico and Senator Hugh Scott in Germany are
being contacted today.

We are sending this message to you in order to expedite its delivery
to the Congressional leaders and would be· grateful for an early cable
response in order for public confirmation and announcement here.

Please convey best wishes of all of us to entire Congressional party.
Sincerely,

John 0. Marsh, Jr.

7t.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 29, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
THROUGH:

JOHN 0. MARSH, JR.

FROM:

ROBERT K WOLTHUIS ~4/

SUBJECT:

Presidential Foreign Policy Address to a
Joint Session of Congress

I contacted the Speaker and the Minority Leader of the House
last night regarding the best time to make the address. These
factors are involved:
1.

The Chinese Government has not yet informed them of their
itinerary and consequently, their departure date from China
is still undetermined~ The best estimate, however, is that
they will leave China on Monday, April .7, in the morning.

2.

Their route and schedule back to Washington are also not
finalized. They could depart China, refuel in Hong Kong
and fly directly back to the States through Japan and
Alaska without a stopover. This would be very demanding
physically and Rhodes' office thinks they will resist it.
It could, however, get them here in time for a Wednesday
evening address. They would prefer to come home at a more
leisurely pace through Hawaii. The Hawaii route would
probably get them into Washington too late for a Wednesday
address.

3.

The Speaker and Rhodes both prefer that you give the speech
on Friday, April 11th. Jack Marsh and I think this is a poor
date because many Congressmen and Senators may be gone and
it is a night out for most Americans. The Speaker said he
will cancel a Thursday appointment if you feel strongly that
a Thursday speech is the right date.

RECOMMENDATION
That we go back to the Speaker and Rhodes by cable · and suggest
that the speech be given on Thursday, April lOth. This would
allow them to return at a more leisurely pace, and would avoid
the Friday date.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 29, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

J~

THROUGH:

JOHN 0. MARSH,

FROM:

ROBERT K WOLTHUI(j

SUBJECT:

Presidential Foreign Policy Address to a
Joint Session of Congress

·!!/(;;

I contacted the Speaker and the Minority Leader of the House
last night regarding the best time to make the address. These
factors are involved:
1.

The Chinese Government has not yet informed them of their
itinerary and consequently, their departure date from China
is still undetermined. The best estimate, however, is that
they will leave China on Monday, April 7, in the morning.

2.

Their route and schedule back to Washington are also not
finalized.
They could depart China, refuel in Hong Kong
and fly directly back to the States through Japan and
Alaska without a stopover. This would be very demanding
physically and Rhodes' office thinks they will resist it.
It could, however, get them here in time for a Wednesday
evening address. They would prefer to come home at a more
leisurely pace through Hawaii. The Hawaii route would
probably get them into Washington too late for a Wednesday
address.

3.

The Speaker and Rhodes both prefer that you give the speech
on Friday, April 11th. Jack Marsh and I think this is a poor
date because many Congressmen and Senators may be gone and
it is a night out for most Americans. The Speaker said he
will cancel a Thursday appointment if you feel strongly that
a Thursday speech is the right date.

RECOMMENDATION
That we go back to the Speaker and Rhodes by cable and suggest
that the speech be given on Thursday, April lOth. This would
allow them to return at a more leisurely pace, and would avoid
the Friday date.

.,

_ The President is desirous of addressing a Joint Session of the
Congress on Thursday, April 10 at 9:00p.m.
Foreign Affairs and Defense matters.

The subject is

We would be grateful if

you would communicate to Speaker Albert and Minority Leader
Rhodes this request for their approval.

The President feels that it would be best to do this the weeR-that the
Congress returns rather than delay until the following week.

The

Thursday, April 10 date appears to be the best during that week.

Senator Eastland has given his approval to the President's request.
Senator Mansfield in Mexico and Senator Hugh Scott in Germany are
being contacted today.

We are sending this message to you in order to expedite its delivery
to the Congressional leaders and would be· grateful for an early cable
response in order for public confirmation and announcement here.

Please convey best wishes of all of us to entire Congressional party.
Sincerely,

John 0. Marsh, Jr.
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The President is desirous of addressing a Joint Session of the
Congress on Thursday, April 10 at 9:00p.m.
Foreign Affairs and Defense matters.

The subject is

We would be grateful if

you would communicate to Speaker Albert and Minority Leader
Rhodes this request for their

approva~.

The President feels that it would be best to do this the weeRthat the
Congress returns rather than delay until the following week.

The

Thursday, April 10 date appears to be the best during that week.

Senator Eastland has given his approval to the President's request.
Senator Mansfield in Mexico and Senator Hugh Scott in Germany are
being contacted today.

We are sending this message to you in order to expedite its delivery
to the Congressional leaders and would be grateful for an early cable
response in order for public confirmation and announcement here.

Please convey best wishes of all of us to entire Congressional party.
Sincerely,
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To authorize funds for humanitarian assistance and evacuation programs in
Vietnam and to clarify restrictions on the availability of funds for
the use of U.S. Armed Forces in Indochina, and for other purposes.

\

I

Be it enacted by the Serwte and 1Iouse of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled 1 .

That this Act may be cited

as the "Vietnam Humanitarian Assistance and Evacuation Act of 1975."
Sec. 2.

There is authorized to be appropriated to the President for the

fiscal year 1975 not to exceed $150,000,000 to be used, notwithstanding any
.other provision of law, on such terms and conditions as the President may deem
appropriate for humanitarian assistance and.evacuation programs in South Vietnam.
·Sec. 3.

Nothing.contained in Section 839 of Public Law 93-437, Section 30 of

Public Law 93-189, Section 806 of Public Law 93-155, Section 13 of Public Law

II

ll

I

93-126. Section 108 of Public Law 93-52, or any other comparable provision of
la~;.r

shall be construed as limiting the availability of funds for the use of the

Arwed Forces of the United States for the purposes of Section 2 of this Act.
Sec. 4.

\
!

For the purposes of Sec. 2, evacuation shall be defined as the

•

removal to places of safety as expeditiously as possible, and with the minimum
use of necessary force the following categories of persons:
./

(a)

American citizens;

(b)

Dependents of American citizens;

(c)

Vietnamese nationals eligible for immigration to the United States by

reason of their relationships to A.!Tlerican
(d)

citizer~s;

and

• I

Such other foreign na:ionals to whose lives a direct and imminent threat

•:>xists, proviJeJ that Unitej States armed forces

1~ecessary

to carry out

...

...

their evacuation
I

Jo

not

L<-:~..:ed

those necess<H"Y

to

carry out the. cv<Jcuation

of (a), (b) and (c) abo,le.
Sec. 5.

.

Nothing in this Act shall be construed to abroga~ any of· the provisions

of the Har Powers Resolution, Public Law 93-148.
-f\.;.,'t,.v:~ c:-r-Sec. 6. Funds~ereafter made available under Section 36 of ·the Foreign Assistance
Act of 1974 may .be used for humanitarian assistance
limitations
Sec. 7.

cont~ined

purpo~es

without regaLd to

in subsections 36(a)(l), 36(a)(6) and 38(a)(l) of that Act.

Any of · the provisions of this Act may be rescinded by concurrent

resolution of the Congress.
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To:

George Bush

From;

John 0. Marsh,

Jr~

and Congressman Rhodes.! Have been in touch with Palm Springs
,•

confir~

April 10 9:00 p.m. Joint Session Address.

President is most grateful for their assistance and cooperation on

..

this date and time.

Warm regards,
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To:

George Bush

From:

John 0. Marsh,

Jr~

Appreciate your relaying the following message to Speaker Albert
~

and Congressman Rhodes! Have been in touch with Palm Springs
and this is to confirm April 10 9:00p.m. Joint Session Address.
President is most grateful for their assistance and cooperation on
this date and time.

Warm regards,
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To:

George Bush

From:

John 0. Marsh,

Jr~

Appreciate your relaying the following message to Speaker Albert
and Congressman Rhodes! Have been in touch with Palm Springs
and this is to confirm April 10 9:00p.m. Joint Session Address.
President is most grateful for their assistance and cooperation on
this date and time.

Warm regards,
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 4, 1975

MR. MARSH:
Per Bill Kendall - the
"Senate guys" have asked
if there's anything definite
about the Thursdax: night
speech "State of the World"
because they need this info
for the Whip notice.

Connie
THE WHITE HOUSE

1

WASHINGTON

I

k..,-

--

APR R ]374
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 8, 1975

MEt<lORANDUH FOR THE PRESIDENT
'l'HROUGH:

DON RUNSFELD
JACK MARS~

FROM:

MAX FRIEDERSDORF

SUBJECT:

Foreign Policy Speech

/(U • {,

Strong feeling has developed on the Hill that there should
be Congressional input into the President's foreign policy
speech Thursday night, and a "preview" will not be sufficient.
The complaint is that Bundy, Ball, McNamara and others are
being consulted prior to the speech, but so far there has been
no input from Congressmen and Senators.
Bill Kendall covered the Senate Republican Policy Committee
luncheon today and said that the depth of feeling on the
issue could not be overemphasized. (See attachment}
I recommend that before the speech is put to bed, top House
and Senate Republican leadership (Scott, Griffin, Tower, Rhodes,
Michel and Anderson) be called down to be heard •

•

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 8, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR:

MAX L. FRIEDERSDORF

FROM:

WILLIAM T. KENDALL~\\\

SUBJECT:

The President's Foreign Policy Speech
Thursday Evening

\k-1

There is strong feeling on the Hill that there should be Congressional
input into the President's foreign policy speech Thursday night. A
11
preview 11 is not enough. The complaint is that Bundy, Ball, McNamara
and others are being consulted prior to the speech, but so far there has
been no input from Congressmen and Senators who will be doing the voting. This was raised at the Policy Committee luncheon today and I cannot
overemphasize the depth of the feeling on this issue. I strongly recommend
that before the speech is put to bed the Leadership at least be given an opportunity to be heard.
Tomorrow morning would be a good time to do this •

•

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 9, 1975
6:45 p.m.

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DONALD RUMSFELD

VIA:

JAMES CONNOR

FROM:

WARREN RUSTAND

SUBJECT:

Possible Addition to President's Schedule

~F1C__

Thursday, April lOth
11:00 a.m.
(30 mins.)

Meet with Congressman John Rhodes and
Speaker Carl Albert.
Max Friedersdorf
met with Congressman Rhodes and Speaker
Albert on the President's behalf upon
their return from China today.
Both,
however, have expressed a desire to meet
with the President tomorrow.
Max Friedersdorf recommends.
Since Senator Mike Mansfield did not attend
today's briefing, perhaps he could also be
included in this proposed meeting.
If Senator Mansfield does attend, consideration
should be given to including Senator Hugh
Scott.
APPROVE Meeting with Congressmen Rhodes,
Albert and Senators Mansfield, Scott
DISAPPROVE

Other

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 9, 1975
6:45 p.m.

MEMORANDUM FOR:

DONALD RUMSFELD

VIA:

JAMES CONNOR

FROM:

HARREH RUSTAND

SUBJECT:

Possible Addition to President's Schedule

Thursday, April lOth
11:00 a.m.
(30 mins.)

Meet with Congressman John Rhodes and
Speaker Carl Albert.
Max Friedersdorf
met with Congressman Rhodes and Speaker
Albert on the President's behalf upon
their return from China today.
Both,
however, have expressed a desire to meet
with the President tomorrow.
Max Friedersdorf recommends.
Since Senator Mike Mansfield did not attend
today's briefing, perhaps he could also be
included in this proposed meeting.
If Senator Mansfield does attend, consideration
should be given to including Senator Hugh
Scott.
APPROVE Meeting with Congressmen Rhodes,
Albert and Senators Mansfield, Scott
DISAPPROVE

Other

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

ADDRESS TO THE JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS
U.S.

Capitol

Thursday- April 10, 1975
Departure:
From:

8:40 P.M.

Terry 0 1DonneJ(-o\)

BACKGROUND:
This is your fourth Presidential address to a Joint Session of Congress,
the others occurring on August 15, 1974, following your inauguration;
October 8, 1974, on the economy; and January 15, 1975 on the State of the
Union.
In addition to Metnbers of Congress and the First Family (Mrs. Ford, Susan
and Jack), representatives of the Diplomatic Crops, the Cabinet, the Joint
Chiefs of Staff, Cabinet lv1embers1 wives, wives of the Supreme Court Justices,
and special guests will attend.
The Address will be carried

11

live" by the television networks.

SEQUEN~

8:40 p.m.

You, Mrs. Ford, Jack and Susan board the limousine
on South Grounds and depart en route U.S. Capitol.
NOTE:

8:50 p.m.

The Vice President will have proceeded
to the Senate Chamber at 8:2 5 p.m. to
convene the Senate.

Arrive South Door of the Capitol (House Wing) where you
will be met by Mr. Ken R. Harding, House Sergeant··atArms and Mr. George White, Architect of the Capitol.
OFFICIAL PHOTO

-2You proceed inside the South Door entrance en route
the Holding Room (H-210), escorted by Mr. Ken Harding,
<

Mrs. Ford and Jack and Susan will be escorted to their
seats in the Executive Gallery by Mr. Jim Rohan.
8:25 p.m.

Arrive Holding Room (H-210) and join the Cabinet.

8:54 p.m.

The Cabinet proceeds 'from H-210 to the
House Chamber Floor.

8:56 p.m.

Mrs. Ford and Jack and Susan arrive
their seats in the Executive Gallery.

8:57 p.m.

The Escort Committee arrives outside
the Holding Room:
Senator James 0. Eastland (D-Miss)
Senator Mike Mansfield (D-Mont)
Senator Hugh Scott (R -Pa)
Senator Robert Byrd (D- W. Va)
Congressman Thomas 0'Netll, Jr. {JJ-Mass)
Congressman John Rhodes (R -Ariz)
Congressman John McFall (D-Ca)
Congressman Bob Michel (R-Ill)

8:58 p.m.

9:00

I?· m.

9:01 p.m.

•

Depart Holding Room en route House Chamber, escorted
by Mr. Ken Harding and Mr. Bill Wannell (Senate Sergeant
at-Arms) and the Escort Committee en route center door
of the House Chamber where you will pause.
Announcement by Jim Molloy, the Doorkeeper.
Proceed down center aisle, escorted by Jim Molloy and
the Escort Committee, then around to your left to the
Clerk's Desk (middle level) where you will remain standing.
You will give a copy of the Address to both the Speaker of
the House and the President Pro Tem of the Senate.

3.
9:02 p.m.

9:03 p.m.

The Speaker calls the Joint Session to
order and formally presents you.
PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS.
LIVE NATIONWIDE TELEVISION

9:30p.m.

9:31p.m.

Address concludes. You depart House Chamber via
the entrance route, escorted by the two Sergeantsat-Arms and the Escort Committee~ and proceed
to motorcade for boarding.
Mrs. Ford and Jack and Susan depart
their gallery seats en route motorcade.

9:34 p.m.

You are joined by Mrs. Ford and Jack and Susan in
the hallway and proceed outside South Entrance, board
the motorcade, and depart en route South Lawn.

9.:45 p.m.

Arrive South Lawn.

# # # # #

EMBARCiOED FOR RELEASE
AT 9:00 P.M., EDT

APRIL 10, 1975

Office of the White House Press Secretary

·-------·----···--------------------------·-----··-----------·-THE WHITE HOUSE
TEXT OF AN ADDRESS BY THEPRESIDENT
TO BE DELIVERED TO A JOINT SESSION OF CONGRESS
Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, distinguished guests, my good friends in the
Congress and fellow Americana:
In my report on the State of the Union in .January I concentrated on two
subjects which were uppermost in the minds of the American people -urgent actions for the recovery of our economy and a comprehensive
program to make the United States independent of foreign aources of
energy.
I thank the Congress for the action lt has taken thus far ln response to my
economic recommendations. I look forward to early approval of a national
energy program to meet our country's long range and emergency needs.
Tonight lt ls my purpose to review our relations with the rest of the
world, ln the spirit of candor and consultation which I have sought to maintain
with my former colleagues and with our cowt rymen from the time I took
office. It le the first priority of my Presidency to sustain and strengthen
the mutual trust and respect which must exist among Americans and their
government if we are to deal successfully with the challenges confronting
us at home and abroad.
The leadership of the United States of America, alnce the end of World
War II, baa sustained and advanced the secud ty, well-being and freedom
of mllllona of human beings besides ourselves. Despite some rQlstakes and
some setbacks, the United States bas made peace a real prospect for us and
for all nations. I know firsthand that Congress bae been a partner in the
development and support of the American foreign policy whlch five Presidents
before me have carrled forward, wlth changes of course but not of
destlnation.
The course which our country chooses ln the world today has never been of
greater significance •• for ourselves ae a nation and for all mankind.
We buUd from a aolld foundation.
Our alllancea with the great industrial democ•aclea ln Europe. North America
and Japan remain strong, with a greater degree of consultation and equity
than ever before.
With the Soviet Union we have moved across a broad front toward a more stable,
lf still competitlve relationship. We have begun to C\)ntrol the splrat of strategic nuclear armaments.
After two decadea of mutual estrangement we have achieved an historic opening with the People's R epubllc of Chi.na.
In the beat American tradition we have committed ..... often with striking
success ... our influence and good offices to help eoatain conflicts and settle
disputes in many regions of the world. We have, for example,. helped the
parties of the Middle East take the fir at steps toward llvlng with one another
ln peace.
(MORE)
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We have opened a new dialogue with Latin America looking toward a healthier
hemispheric partnership. We are developing a closer relationship with the' nations
of .Africa. We have exercised international leadership on the great new issues of
our interdependent world, such as energy, food, environment and the law of the sea.
The American people can be proud of what their nation has achieved and helped
others to accomplish. But we have, from time to time, suffered setbacks and
disappointments in foreign policy. Some were events over which we had no control; some were difficulties we imposed upon ourselves.
We live in a time of testing and a time of change. Our world--a world of economic
uncertainty, political unrest, and threats to the peace--does not allow us the
lw..-ury of abdication or domestic discord. I recall the words of President Truman
to the Congress when the United States faced a far greater challenge at the end
of the Second Worfd War: "If we falter in our leadership, we may endanger the
peace of th-e world--and we shall surely endanger the welfare of this nation."
President Truman's resolution must guide us today. Our purpose is not to point
the finger of blame; but to build upon our many successes; to repair damage where
we find it; to recover our balance; to move ahead as a united people. Tonight is
a time for straight talk among friends about where we stand, and where we're going.

A vast human tragedy has befallen our friends in Vietnam and Cambodia.
Tonight 1 shall not talk only of obligations arising from legal documents. Who can
for get the enormous sacrifices in blood, dedication and treasure that we made in
Vietnam? Under five Presidents and seven Congresses the United States was engaged in Indochina. Millions of Americans served, thousands died, and many
more were wounded, imprisoned, or lost. Over $150 billion have been appropriated for
for that war by the Congress of the United States. And after years of effort, we
negotiated under the most difficult circumstances a settlement which made it possible for us to remove our military forces and bring home with pride our prisoners.
This settlement, if its terms had been adhered to, permitted our South Vietnamese
ally, with our material and moral support, to maintain its security and rebuild
after two decades of war.
The chances for an enduring peace after the last .American fighting man left Vietnam
in 1973 rested on two publicly stated premises: First, that if necessary the United
States would help sustain the terms of the Paris Accords it signed two years
ago; and second, that the United States would provide adequate economic and
military assistance to South Vietnam. Let us refresh our memories for a
moment. The universal consensus in the United States at that time was that if
we could end our own involvement and obtain the release of our prisoners we
would provide adquate material support to South Vietnam.
(MORE)
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The North Vietnamese, from the moment they signed the Paris Accords,
systematically violated the cease-fire and other provisions of the agreement.
Flagrantly disregarding the ban on infiltration of troops into the South, they
increased Communist forces to the unprecedented level of 350, 000. In direct
violation of the agreement, they sent in the most modern equipment in massive
amounts. Meanwhile, they continued to receive large quantities of supplies and
arms from their friends.
In the face of this situation, the United States -- torn as it was by the emotions
of a decade of war -- was unable to respond. We deprived ourselves by law of
the ability to enforce the agreement -- thus giving North Vietnam assurance that
it could violate that agreement with impunity. N~xt we reduced our economic and
arms aid to South Vietnam. Finally we signalled our increasing reluctance to
give any support to that nation struggling for its survival.

Encouraged by these developments, the North Vietnamese in recent months
began sending even their reserve divisions into South Vietnam. Eighteen
divisions, virtually their entire army, are now in South Vietnam. The Governmeu1
of South Vietnam, uncertain of further American assistance, hastily ordered a
strategic withdrawal to more defensible positions. This extremely difficult
maneuver, decided upon without consultations, was poorly executed, hampered
by floods of refugees, and thus led to panic. The results are painfully obvious
and profoundly moving.
In my first public comment on this tragic development, I called for a new
sense of national unity and purpose. 1 said 1 would not engage in recriminations
or attempts to assess blame.
In the same spirit I welcomed the statement o£ the distinguished Majority Leader
of the United States Senate earlier this week that: "It is time for the Congress
and the President to work together in the area o£ foreign as well as domestic
policy."

Let us start afresh.
I am here to work with the Congress.

In the conduct of foreign affairs,
Presidential initiative and the ability to act swiftly in emergencies are essential
to our national interest.

With respect to North Vietnam, I call upon Hanoi -- and ask the Congress to
join me in this call -- to cease military operations immediately and to honor
the terms of the Paris agreement. The United States is urgently requesting the
signatories of the Paris Conference to meet their obligation to use their influence
to halt the fighting and enforce the 1973 Accords. Diplomatic notes to this
effect have been sent to all members of the Paris Conference, including the
Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China.
The situation in South Vietnam and Cambodia has reached a critical phase requirin
immediate and positive decisions by this government.
The options before us are few, and time is short.
On the one hand, the United States could do nothing more; let the
government of South Vietnam save itself and what is left of its
territory if it can; let those South Vietnamese civilians who have
worked with us for a decade save their lives and families if they can;
in short, shut our eyes and wash our hands of the whole matter
if we can.

(MORE)

-4Or, on the other hand, I could ask Congress for authority
to enforce the Paris Accords with our troops and our tanks
and our aircraft and our artillery, and to carry the war to
the enemy.
There are two narrower options:
First, stick with my January request that the Congress appropriate
$300,000, 000 for military assistance for South Vietnam and
seek additional funds for economic and humanitarian purposes
Or, increase my requests for both emergency military and
humanitarian assistance to levels which by best estimates
might enable the South Vietnamese to stem the onrushing
aggression, to stabili:r.e the military situation, permit the
chance of a negotiated political settlement between the North and
South Vietnamese, and, if the very worst were to happen, at
least allow the orderly evacuation of Americans and endangered
South Vietnamese to places of safety.
Let me now state my considerations and conclusions:
I have received a full report from General Weyand, whom I sent to Vietnam
to assess the situation. He advises that the current military situation is
critical, but that South Vietnam is continuing to defend itself with the resources
available. Ho•.vever, he feels that if there is to be any chance of success for
their defense plan, South Vietnam needs urgently an additional $722 million in
very specific military supplies from the United States. In my judgment, a
stabilization of the military situation offers the best opportunity for a political
solution.
I must, of course, consider the safety of some 6, 000 Americans who remain in
South Vietnam, and tens of thousands of South Vietnamese employees of the
United States Government, of news agencies, of contractors and businesses for
many years whose lives, with their dependents, are in grave peril. There
are tens of thousands of other South Vietnamese intellectuals, professors and
teachers, editors and opinion-leaders who have supported the South Vietnamese
cause and the alliance with the United States, to whom we have a profound m0rE'.l
obligation.
I am also mindful of our posture toward the rest of the world, and particularly
on our future relations with the free nations of Asia, These nations must not
think for a minute that the United States is pulling out on them or intends to
abandon them to aggression.
I have therefore concluded that the national interests of the United States
and the cause of world stability require that we continue to give both military
and humanitarian assistance to the South Vietnamese.
Assistance to South Vietnam atthis stagemust be swift and adequate. Drift
and indecision invite far deeper disaster. The sums I had requested before
the major North Vietnamese offensive and the sudden South Vietnamese
retreat are obviously inadequate. Half-hearted action would be worse than
none. We must act together and decisively.
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I am asking the Congress to appropriate without delay $722 million for
emergency military assistance and an initial sum of $250 million for
economic and humanitarian aid for South Vietnam.
The situation in South Vietnam is changing rapidly and the need for emergency
food, medicine and refugee relief is growing. I will work with the Congress
in the days ahead to develop additional humanitarian assistance to meet these
pressing needs.
Fundamental decency requires that we do everything in our power to ease the
misery and pain of the monumental human crisis which has befallen the
people of Vietnam. Millions have fled in the face of the Communist onslaught
and are now homeless and destitute. I hereby pledge in the name of the
American people that the United States will make a maximum humanitarian
effort to help care for and feed them.
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I ask Congress to clarify immediately its restrictions on the use of U.S.
military forces in Southeast Asia for the limited purposes of protecting
_j
American lives by ensuring their evacuation, if this should become necessary. •
I also ask prompt revision of the law to cover those Vietnamese to whom
~
we have a special obligation and whose lives may be endangered, should the c~
worst come to pass.
I
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I hope that this authority will never be used, but if it is needed there will be
no time for Congressional debate.

/~rt''

Because of the urgency of the situation, I urge the Congress to complete
action on all these measures not later than Aprill9.

~

~

In Cambodia the situation is tragic. The United States and the Cambodian
Government have each made major efforts -- over a long period and thrru.gh
many channels -- to end that conflict. But because of their military
successes, steady external support, and American legislative restrictions,
the Communist side has shown no interest in negotiation, compromise, or a
political solution.

have fought on, hoping against hope that the United States would not desert them,
but instead provide the arms and ammunition they so badly need.
..
I have received a moving letter from the new acting President of Cambodia,

tJII4l

Saukham Khoy.
11

Dear Mr. President, 11 he wrote. 11 As the American Congress reconvenes to
reconsider your urgent request for supplemental assistance for the Khmer
Republic, I appeal to you to convey to the American legislators our plea not
to deny these vital resources to us, if a non-military solution is to emerge
from this tragic 5 year old conflict.
"'I o find a peaceful end to the conflict we need time. I do not know how much
time, but we all fully realize that the agony of the Khmer people cannot and
must not go on much longer. However, for the immediate future, we need the
rice to feed the hungry and the ammunition and weapons to defend ourselves
against those who want to impose their will by force of arms. A denial by the
American people of the means for us to carry on will leave us no alternative
but inevitably abandoning our search for a solution which will give our citizens
some freedom of choice as to their future. For a number of years now the
Cambodian people have placed their trust in America. I cannot believe that
this confidence was misplaced and that suddenly America will deny us the means
which might give us a chance to find an acceptable solution to our conflict."

(MORE)
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-6This letter speaks for itself. In January, 1 requested food and ammunitiion
for the brave Ca.mbodians. I regret to say that as of this evening, it may
be too late.
Members of the Congress, my fellow Americans 1 this moment of tragedy
for Indochina is a time of trial for us. It is a time for national resolve.
It has been said that the United States is overextended; that we have too
many commitments too far from home; that we must re-examine what our
truly vital interests are and shape our strategy to conform to them. I find
no fault with ttds as theory, but ln the real world such a course must be
pursued carefully and in close coordination with solid progress toward overall
reduction• in worldwide tensions.
We cannot in the meantime abandon our friends while our adversaries support
and encourage theirs. We cannot distJ:.antle: our defenses, our diplomacy
or our intt~lligence capability while others increase and strengthen theirs.
Let us put an end to self-inflicted wounds. Let us remember that our
national unity is a most priceless asset. Let us deny our adversaries the
satisfaction of using Vietnam to pit Americans against Americans.
At this moment, Mr. President, Mr. Speaker, this nation must present to
the world a united front.
Above all, let us keep events in Southeast Asia in their proper perspective.
The security and progress of hundreds of millions of people everywhere depend
importantly on us.
Let no potential adversary believe that our difficulties
a slackening of our rational will.

ot

our debates mean

We will stand by our friends.
We will honor our commitments.
We will uphold our country's principles.
The American people know that our strength, our authority and our leadership have helped prevent a third World War for more than a generation. We
will not shrink from this duty in the decades ahead.

Let me now review with you the basic elements of our foreign policy, speaking
candidly about our strengths and our difficulties.
We must first of all face the fact that what has happened in Indochina has
disquieted many of our friends, especially in Asia. We must deal with this
situation promptly and firmly. To this end, I have already scheduled meetings
with the leaders of Australia, New Zealand, Singapore and Indonesia, and I
expect to meet with leaders of other Asian countries as well.
A key country in this respect ie Japan. The warm welcome I received in
Japan last November vividly symbolized for both our peoples the friendship
and solidarity of this extraordinary }1a.rtnership. I look forward with very
special pleasure to welcomi~ the Emporer when he visits the United States
later this year.

(MORE)

- 7 We consider our Security Treaty with Japan the cornerstone of stability in the
vast reaches of .P.sia and the Pacific. Our relations are crucial to our mutual
prosperity. Together we are working energetically on the international
multilateral agenda--in trade, energy and food. We will continue the process
of strengthening our friendship, mutual security and prosperity.
Also of fundamental importance is our mutual security relationship with the
Republic of Korea, which I reaffirtred on my recent visit. Our relations
with Western Europe have never been stronger. There are no peoples with
whom America's destiny has been more closely linked. There are no peoples
whose friendship and cooperation are more needed for the future. For none
of the members of the fttlantic community can be secure, none can prosper,
none can advance unless all do so together. More than ever, these times
demand our close collaboration in order:
--to maintain the sure anchor of our common security in this time of
international riptides;
--to work together on the promising negotiations with our potential
adversaries;
--to pool our energies on the great new economic challenges that face us.
In addition to this traditional agenda, there are new problems, involving energy,

raw materials, and the environment. The Atlantic nations face many and conplex
negotiations and decisions. It is time to take stock, to consult on our future, to
affirm once again our cohesion and our common destiny. I therefore expect to
join with the other leaders of the fttlantic Alliance, at a Western Summit in the
very near future.
Before this NATO meeting, I earnestly ask Congress to weigh the broader consequences of its past actions on the complex Greek and Turkish dispute of
Cyprus. Our foreign policy cannot be simply a collection of special economic
or ethnic or ideological interests. There must be a concern for the ov~rall
design of our international actions. To achieve this design for peace and
to assure that our individual acts have coherence, the Executive must have
flexibility in the conduct of foreign policy.
United States military assistance to an old and faithful ally-Turkey--has been
cut off by action of the Congress. This has imposed an embargo on military
purchases by Turkey, extending even to items already paid for--an unprecedented act against a friend. These moves, I know, were sincerely intended to influence Turkey in the Cyprus negotiations. I deeply share the
concern of many citizens for the immense human suffering on Cyprus. I
sympathize with the new democratic government in Greece. We are continuing our earnest efforts about equitable solutions to the problems which
exist between Greece and Turkey. But the result of the Congressional action
has been:
--to block progress toward reconciliation, thereby prolonging the
suffering on Cyprus;
--to complicate our ability to promote successful negotiations:
(MORE)

- 8 -- to increase the danger of a broader conflict.
Our longstanding relationship with Turkey is not simply a favor to Turkey; it is
clear and essential mutual interest. Turkey lies on the rim of the Soviet Union
and at the gates to the Middle East. It is vital to the security of the eastern
Mediterranean. the southern flank of W-estern Europe and the collective security
of the Western Alliance. Our U.S. military bases in Turkey are as critical
to our own security as they are to the defense of NATO.
I therefore call upon the Congress to lift the American arms embargo against our

Turkish ally by passing the bipartisan Mansfield~Scott Bill, now before the Senate.
Only this will enable us to work with Greece and Turkey to resolve the
differences between our two allies. I accept·-- and indeed welcome -- the bill's
requirement for monthly reports to the Congress on progress toward a Cyprus
settlement. But unless this is done wHh dispatch, forces may be set in motion
within and between the two nations which could not be reversed.
At the same time, in order to strengthen the democratic government of Greece,
and to reaffirm our traditional ties with the people of Greece, we are actively
discussing a program of economic and military assistance. We will shortly be
submitting specific requests to the Congress.
A vital element of our foreign policy is our relationship with the developing
countries -- in Africa, Asia and Latin America. These countries must know
that America is a true and concerned friend, reliable in word and deed.
As evidence of this friendship, I urge the Congress to reconsider one provision
of the 1974 Trade Act which has had an unfortuante and uninteo.ded impact on our
relations with Latin America, where we have such long ties of fr\c.ndship and
cooperation. Under this legislation all members of OPEC were cxc1.cded from
our generalized system of trade preferences. This punished two old Scuth
American friends, Ecuador and Venezuela, as well as other OP.I~C nations such
as Nigeria and Indonesia none of which participated in last year's oil embargo.
This exclusion has seriously complicated our new dialogue with our friends
in this hemisphere.
I therefore endorse the amendments which have been introduced in f:.he Congress

to provide Executive authority to waive those restrictions of the Trade Act that
are incompatible with our national interest.
The interests of America as well as our allies are vitally affected by what
happens in the Middle East. So long as the state of tension continues, it
threatens military crisis, the weakening of our alliances, the stability of the
world economy, and confrontation among the nuclear superpowers. These
are intolerable risks.
Because we are in the unique position of being able to deal with all the parties,
we have at their request been engaged for the past year and a half in a peacemaking
eff01t unparalleled in the history of the region.
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-sOur policy has brought remarkable successes on the road to peace. Last year
two major disengagement agreements were negotiated and implemented with
our help. For the first time in 30 years a process of negotiation on the basic
political issues was begun -- and is continuing.
Unfortunately, the latest efforts to ra.ch a further interim agreement between
Israel and Egypt have been suspended. The issues dividing the parties are
vital to them and not amenable to easy or quick solutions. However, the
United States will not be discouraged.
The momentum toward peace that has been achieved over the last 18 months
must and will be maintained.
The active role of the United States must and will be continued. The draft
toward war must and will be prevented.
I pledge the United States to a major effort for peace in the Middle East -- an
effort which I know has the solid support of the American people and their

Congress. We are now examining how best to proceed. We have agreed in
principle to reconvene the Geneva conference. We are prepared as well to
explore other forums. The United States will move ahead on whatever course
looks most promising, either towards an overall settlement or interim agreements, should the parties desire them. We will nat accept stagnation or a
stalemate, with all its attendant risks to peace and prosperity and to our
relations in and outside of the region,
The national interest --and national security -- require as well that we reduce
the dangers of war. We shall strive to do so by continuing to improve relations
with potential adversaries.
The United States and the Soviet Union share an interest in lessening tensions
and building a more stable relationship. During this process we have never
had any illusions. We know that we are dealing with a nation that reflects
different principles and is our competitor in many parts of the globe. Through
a combination of firmness and flexibility, the United States has in recent
years laid the basis of a more reliable relationship founded on mutual interest
and mutual restraint. But we cannot expect the Soviet Union to show restraint
in the face of United States weaknessor irresolution. As long as I am
President, America will maintain its strength, its alliances, and its principles -- as a prerequisite to a more peaceful planet. As long as I am President,
we will not permit detente to become a license to fish in troubled waters.
Detente must be a two-way street.
Central to U.S. - Soviet relations today is the critical negotiation to control
strategic nuclear weapons. We In pe to turn the Vladivostok agreements into a
final agreement this year at the time of General Secretary Brezhnev' s visit
to the United States. Such an agreement would for the first time put a ceiling
on the strategic arms race. It would mark a turning point in postwar history
and would be a crucial step in lifting from mankind the threat of nuclear war.
Our use of trade and economic sanctions as weapons to alter the internal
conductof other nations must also be seriously re-examined. However wellintentioned the goals, the fact is that some of our recent actions in the
economic field have been self-defeating. They are not achieveing the
objectives intended by the Congress. And they have damaged our foreign
policy.
MORE
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The Trade Act of 1974 prohibits most-favored nation treatment, credit
and investment guarantees and commercial agreements with the Soviet Union
so long as their emigration policies fail to meet our criteria. The Soviet
Union has therefore refused to put into effect the important 1972 trade
agreement between our two countries.
As a result, Western Europe and Japan have stepped into the breach. They
have extended credits exceeding $8 billion in the last six months. These are
economic opportunities --jobs and business --which could have gone to
Americans.
There should be no illusions about the nature of the Soviet system -- but
there should also be no illusions about how to deal with it. Our belief in the
right of peoples of the world freely to emigrate has been well demonstrated.
This legislation, however, not only harmed our relations with the Soviet
Union but it seriously complicated the prospects of those seeking to emigrate.
The favorable trend, aided by our quiet diplomacy, by which emigration increased from 400 in 1968 to over 33, 000 in 1973, has been seriously set back.
Remedial legislation is urgently needed to further our national interest.
With the People's B. epublic of China we are firmly fixed on the course set
forth in the Shanghai Communique. Stability in Asia and the world require our
constructive relations with one-fourth of the human race. After two decades
of mutual isolation and hostility, we have in recent years built a promising
foundation. Deep differences in our philosophies and social systems will
endure. But so should our mutual long-term interests and the goals to
which our countries have jointly subscribed in Shanghai.
1 will visit China later this year to reaffirm these interests and to accelerate
the improvement in our relations.

The issues I have discussed are the most pressing on the traditional agenda
of foreign policy. But ahead of us also is a vast new agenda of issues in an
interdependent world. The United States -- with its economic power, its
technology, its zest for new horizons -· is the acknowledged world leader
in dealing with many of these challenges. If this is a moment of uncertainty
in the world, it is even more a moment of rare opportunity:
We are summoned to meet one of man's most basic challenges
hunger. At the World Food Conference last November in B.ome,
the United States outlined a comprehensive program to close the
ominous gap between population growth and food production over the
long-term. Our technological skill and our enormous productive
capacity are crucial to accomplishing this task.
The old order -- in trade, finance, and raw materials -- is changing,
and American leadership is needed in the creation of new institutions
and practices for worldwide prosperity and progress.
The world's oceans, with their immense resources and strategic
importance. must become areas of cooperation rather than conflict.
American policy is directed to that end.
Technology must be harnessed to the service of mankind while protecting the environment. This too is an arena for American leadership.
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-- The interests and aspirations of the developed and developing nations
must be reconciled in a manner that is both realistic and humane. This is our
goal in this new era.
One of the finest success stories in our foreign policy is our cooperative effott
with other major energy-consuming nations. In little more than a year, together
with our partners,
we have created the L"lternational Energy Agency;
we have negotiated an emergency sharing arrangement which helps
to reduce the dangers of an embargo;
we have launched major internation conservation efforts;
we have developed a massive program for the development of alternative
sources of energy.
But the fate of all of these programs depends crucially on what we do at home.
Every mouth that passes brings us closer to the day when we will be depender..t on
imported energy for 50% of our requirements. A new embargo under these
conditions would have a devastating impact on jobs, industrial expansion, and
inflation at home. Our economy cannot be left to the mercy of.... decisions over
which we have no control.
I call upon the Congress to act.
In a world where information is power, a vital element of our national security
lies in our intelligence services. They are as essential to our nation's security
in peace as in war. Americans can be grateful for the important, but largely
unsung, contributions and achievements of the intelligence services of this nation.
It is entirely proper that this system be subject to Congressional review. But
a sensationalized public debate over legitimate intelligence activities is a
disservice to this nation and a threat to our intelligence system. It ties our
hands while our potential enemies operate with secrecy, skill and vast resources.
Any investigation must be conducted with maximum discretion and dispatch, to
avoid crippling a vital national institution.
As Congress oversees intelligence activities it must organize itself to do so
in a responsible way. It has been traditional for the Executive to consult with the
Congress through specially-protected procedures that safeguard essential secrets.
But recently those procedures have been altered in a way that makes the protection
of vital information next to impossible. I will work with the leaders of the
House and Senate to devise procedures which will meet the needs of the Congress
for review and the needs of the nation for an effective intelligence service.
Underlying any successful foreign policy is the strength and credibility of our
defense posture.
We are strong and we are ready.

We intend to reme.in so.

Improvement of relations with adversaries does not mean any relaxation of our
national vigilance. On the contrary, it is the firm maintenance of both strength
and vigilance that makes possible steady progress toward a safer and more
peaceful world.

(MORE)
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The national security budget I have submitted is the minimum the United
States needs in this critical hour. The Congress should review it carefully.
But it is my considered judgment that any significant reduction would
endanger our national security and thus jeopardize the peace.
Let no ally doubt our determination to maintain a defense second to none.
Let no adversary be tempted to test our readiness or our resolve.
History is testing us today. We cannot afford indecision, disunity or disarray
in the conduct of our foreign affairs.
You and I can resolve here and now that this nation shall move ahead with
wisdom, assurance, and national unity.
The world looks to us for the vigor and vision that we have demonstrated so
often before at great moments in our history.
--I see a confident Pmerica, secure in its strength and values--and
determined to maintain both.
--I see a consiliatory America, extending its hand to allies and
adversaries alike, forii"..ing bonds of cooperation to deal with the vast
problems facing us all.
--I see a compassionate America, its heart reaching out to orphans,
to refugees and to our fellow human beings afflicted by war and
tyranny and hunger.
As President, entrusted by the Constitution with primary responsibility for the
conduct of our foreign affairs, I renew the pledge I made last .August; To
work cooperatively with the Congress.
I ask that the Congress help to keep America's word good throughout the
world. We are one nation, one government, and we must have one foreign
policy.
In an hour far darker than this, Pbraham Lincoln told his fellow citizens:
"We cannot escape history. We of this Congress and this J\dministration
will be remembered in spite of ourselves. No personal significance or
insignificance can spare one or another of us."
We who are entrusted by the people with the great decisions that fashion
their future can escape neither our responsibilities nor our consciences.
By what we do now the world willlmow our courage, our constancy,
and our compassion.
The spirit of }merica is good and the heart of America is strong. Let
us be proud of what we have done and confident of what we can yet do •
..P nd' may God ever guide us to do what is right •

.,
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Mr. Speaker, Mr. President, distin~uished guests,
my very good friends. in the Congress, and fellow
Americans:
I stand before you tonight after many agonizin~
hours in very solemn prayers for guidance by the Almighty.
In my report on the State of the Union in January, I
concentrated on two subjects, which were uppermost in the
minds of the American people -- urgent actions for the
recovery of our economy, and a comprehensive program to
make the United States independent of foreign sources of
energy.
I thank
the Congress for the action that
it has taken thus far in my response for~economic
recommendations. I look forward to early approval of
a national energy program to meet our country's long-ran~e
and emergency needs in the field of energy.
Tonight it is my purpose to review our
relations with the rest of the world in the spirit of
candor andconsultation,which I have sought to maintain
with my former colleagues and with our countrymen from
the time that I took office.
It is the first priority of my Presi~ency
to sustain and strengthen the mutual trust and respect
which must exist among Americans and their government
if we are to deal successfully with the challenges
confronting us both at home and abroad.
The leadership of the United States of America
since the end of World War II has sustained and advanc~
the security, well being and freedom of millions of
human beings besides ourselves.
MORE
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Despite some setbacks, despite some mistakes,
the United States has made peace a resl Drospect for us
and for all nations.
I know firsthand that the Congress
has been a partner in the development and in the support
of American foreign policy, which five Presidents before
me have carried forward with changes of coursel but not
of destination.
The course which our country chooses in the
world today has never been of greater sip;nificance for
ourselves as a Nation and for all mankind. We build from
a solid foundation. Our alliances with great industrial
democracies in Europe, North America and Japan remain
strong with a greater degree of consultation and equity
than ever·,before.
With the Soviet Union we have moved across a
broad front toward a more stable, if still competitive,
relationship. We have begun to control the spiral of
strategic Quclear armaments. After two decades of mutual
estrangement, we have achieved a historic opening with the
People's Republic of China.
In the best American tradition, we have committed,
often with striking success, our influence and good offices
to help contain conflicts and settle disputes in many, many
regions of the world.
We have, for example, helped the parties of the
Middle East take the first steps toward living~with one
another in peace. We have opened a new dialogue with
Latin America, looking toward a healthier hemispheric
partnership.
We are developing closer relations with the
nations of Africa. We have exercised international leadership on the great new issues of our interdependent world,
such as energy, food, environment and the law of the sea.
The American people can be proud of what their
Nation has achieved and helped others to accomplish,
but we have from time to time suffered setbacks and
disappointments in foreign policy. Some were events
over which we had no control. Some were difficulties
we imposed upon ourselves.
We live in ·a time of testing and of a time of
change. Our world, a world of economic uncertainty,
political unrest and threats to the peace, does not allow
us the luxury of abdication or domestic discord.
MORE
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I recall quite vividly the words of President
Truman to the Congress when the United States faced a
far greater challenge at the end of the Second World
,War.
If I might quote: "If we falter in our leadership, we may endanger the peace of the world, and we
shall surely en~anger the welfare o.f this Nation. n
President Truman's resolution must guide us
today. Our purpose is not to point the finger of
blame, but to build upon our many successes, to repair
damage where we find it, to recover our balance, to move
ahead as a united people.
Tonight is a time.for straight talk among
friends, about where we stand and where we are going.
A vast human tragedy has befallen our friends
in Vietnam and Cambodia~ Tonight I shall not .talk only.
about obligations arising from legal documents. Who
can forget the enormous sacrifices of blood,dedication
and treasure that we m.ade in Vietnam?
Under five Presidents and 12 Congresses, the
United States was engaged in Indochina. Millions of
Americans served, thousands died, and many more were
wounded, imprisoned or lost.
Over $150 billion have been appropriated for
that war by the Congress of the United States. And
after years of effort, we negotiated under the most
difficult circumstances a settlement, which made it
possible for us to remove our military forces and bring
home with pride ·our American prisoners.
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This settlement, if its terms had been adhered
tvould
have permitted our South Vietnamese ally, with
to,
our material and moral support, to maintain its security
and rebuild after two decades cif t;Jar.
The chances for an enduring peace after the ·last
American fip.htinp; man left Vietnam in 1973, rested on
two publicly stated premises. First, that if necessary. the
United States would help sustain the terms of the Paris
accords it si~n-ed two years ago. Secon·d·, that the United
States would provide adequate economic and military assistance ·to South Vietnam.
Let 'us refresh our ·memories for just a moment.
The universal consensus' in the United States, at that
time, late 1972, was that if we could end our own-involvement and obtain the release of our prisoners, we would
provide adequate material support to South Vietnam.
The North Vietnamese, from the morne:t;1t they
signed the Paris accords, systematicaily viol~te~ th~
case-fire and other provisions oft{lat agreement;
,
Flagrantly disrega~ding the ban on the infiltration_of
trobps, the North Vietnamese illegally introduced oyer
350,000 men into the South •. In direct ·violation of the
agreement, they sent in the most modern.equipment in
massive amounts. Meanwhile·, thev continued to receive_
large quartti ties of supplies and arms from their friends.
In the face of this situation, ~he United States
torn as it was bv the emotions of a decade of war -- was
unable to respond'. T1Je deprived ourselves l>Y law of the
abili t~/ to enforce the agreement thus giving North Viet-,
nam assurance that it could violate that agreement with
impunity.
Next, t<Ie · reduced our economic and arms aid to
South Vietnam. Finally, we signaled our increasing
reluctance to give any support to that nation struggling
for its survival.
Encouraged by these developments, the North
Vietnamese, in recent months, began sending even their
reserve divisions into South Vietnam. Some 20 divisions,
virtually their entire army, are now in South Vietnam.
\

The government of South Vietnam, uncertain of
further American assistance, hastily ordered a strategic
withdrawal to more defensible positions. The extremely
difficult maneuver,decided upon without consultations,
was poorly executed, hampered by floods of refugees
and thus led to panic. The results are painfully obvious
and profoundly moving.
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In my first public comment on this tragic
development, I called for a new sense of national unity
and purpose. I said I would not engage in recriminations
or attempts to assess the blame.
I reiterate that tonight. In the same spirit,
I welcome the statement of the distinguished Majority
Leader of the United States Senate, earlier this week,
and I quote, "It is time for the Con~ress and the President
to work together in the area of foreign as well as domestic
policy."
So, let us start afresh.
I am here to ~;.mrk with the Congress. In the
conduct of forei~n affairs, Presidential initiative and
the ability to act stviftly in emergencies are essential
to our national interests.
With respect to North Vietnam, I call upon
Hanoi,and ask the Congress to join with me in this call,
to cease military operations immediately and to
honor the terms of the Paris agreement.
The United States is urgently requesting the
signatories of the Paris Conference to meet their
obligations to use their influence to halt the fighting
and to enforce the 1973 accords.
Diplomatic notes to this effect have been
sent to all members of the Paris Conference, including
the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China.
The situation in South Vietnam and Cambodia
has reached a critical phase requiring immediate and
positive decisions by this government. The options
before us are fe1v and the time is very short.
On the one hand, the United States could do
nothing more. Let the government of South Vietnam save
itself and what is left of its territory, if it can.
Let those South Vietnamese civilians who have worked
with us for a decade or more save their lives and their
families, if they can.
In short, shut our eyes and,wash our hands
of the whole affair, if we can.
MORE
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Or, on the other hand, I could ask the Congress
for authority to enforce the Paris accords with our
tro<;>ps and our tanks and our aircraft and our artillery,
and carry the war to the enemy.
There are two narrow options: First, stick
with my January request that Congress appropriate
$300-~million for military assistance for SoutP. Vietnam
and seek additional funds for economic and humatt_itarian
purposes, or increase my request for both emerg_~'ncy
military and humanitarian assistance to levels which, by
best estimates, might enable the South Vietnamese to stem
the onrushing aggression, to stabilize the military
situation, permit the chance of a negotiated political
settlement between the North and South Vietnamese and,
if the v~ry worst were to happen, at least allow th.~ orderly
evacuation of Americans and endangered South Vietnamese
to places of safety.
Let me now state my considerations and my
conclusions.
I have received a full report from General
Weyand, who I sent to Vietnam to assess the situation.
He advises that the current military situation is very
critical, but that South Vietnam is continuing to
defend itself with the resources available.
However, he feels that if there is to be any
chance of success fo~. their defense plan, South Vietnam
needs urgently-an additional $722 million in very specific
military supplies from the United States.
,,-...

'

In my judgment, a stabilization of the military
situation offers the best opportunity for a political
solution.
I must, of course, as I think each of you would,
consider the safety of nea~ly 6000 Americans who remain
in South Vietna.m·i:ind tens of thousands of South
Vietnamese employees of the United States government, of
news agencies, of contractors and businesses for many
years whose lives;with their dependents, are in very grave
peril~
·
There are tens of thousands of other South
Vietnamese intellectuals, professors an9 teachers,
editors and opinion leaders, who have supported the
South Vietnamese cause and the alliance with the United
States to whom we have a profound moral obligation.
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I am also mindful of ot·~· posture toward the
rest of the world, and particularly of our future relations
with the free nations of Asia. These nations must not
think for a minute that the United States is pulling out
on them or intends to abandon them to aggression.
I have, therefore, concluded that the national
interests of the United States and the cause of world
stability require that we continue to give both
military and humanitarian assistance to the South
Vietnamese.
Assistance to South Vietnam at this stage must
be swift and adequate. Drift and indecision invite far
deeper disaster. The sums I had requested before the
major North Vietnamese offensive and the sudden South
Vietnamese retreat are obviously inadequate.
Half-hearted action would be worse than none.
We must act .. together and act deciaisively.
I am, therefore, asking the Congress to appropriate without delay $722 million for emergency military
assistance, and an initial sum of·$250 million for
economic and humanitarian aid for South Vietnam.
The situation in South Vietnam is changing
very rapidly, and the need for emergency food, medicine
and refugee relief is growing by the hour. I will work
with the Congress in the days ahead to develop humanitarian assistance to meet these very pressing needs.
Fundamental decency requires that we do everything in our power to ease the misery and the pain of
the monumental human crisis which has befallen the
people of Vietnam. Millions have fled in the fac~ of
the Communist onslaught and are now homeless and are
now destitute.
I hereby pledge in the name of the American
people that the .United States will make a maximum
humanitarian effort to help care for and feed these
hopeless victims.
Now I ask the Congress to clarify immediately
its restrictions on the use of U.S. military forces in
Southeast Asia for the limited purposes of protecting
American lives by ensuring their evacuation, if this
should be necessary.
I also ask prompt revision of the law to cover
those Vietnamese to whom we have a very special obligation
and whose lives may be endangered should the worst come
to pass.
MORE
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I hope that this, authority will never have
to be used, but if it is needed, there will be no time
for a Congressional debate.
Because of the gravity of the situation, I ask
the Congress to complete action an all of these measures
not later than April 19. ·
In Cambodia, the situation is tragic. The
United States and the Cambodian government have each
made major efforts over a long period, and through
many channels, to end that conflict, but because' of
their military successes, steady external support.and
their awareness of American legal restrictions, the
Communist side has shown no interest in negotiation,
compromise, or political solution.
And yet, for the past three months, the beleagured
people of Phnom Penh have fought on, hoping against hope
that the United States would not desert them, but
instead pr.ovide the arms and ammunition they so badly
needed.
have received a moving letter from the
new ·acting President of Cambodia, Saukham Khoy, and let
me quote fdr you:
I

"Dear Mr. President," he wrote. "As the
American Congress reconvenes to reconsider your urgent
request for supplemental assistance·. for the Khmer
Republic, I appeal to you to convey to the American
legislators our plea not to deny these vital resources
to us, if a nonmilitary solution is to emerge fvom
this tragic five-year old conflict.
uTo find ,a· peaceful end to the conflict, we
need time. I do not know how much time, but we all fully
realize that the agony of the Khmer people cannot and must
not go on much longer. However, for the immediate
future, we need the rice to feed the hungry and the
ammunition and the weapons to defend ourselves against
those who want to impose their will by force.
"A denial by the American people of the.means
for us to carry on will leave us no alternative but
inevitably abandoning our search for a solution, which
will give our citizens some freedom of choice as to their
future.
"For a number of years now, the Cambodian
people have placed their trust in America. I cannot believe
that this confidence was misplaced and that suddenly
America will deny us the meanswhich might give us a
chance to . find an acceptable solution to our conflict .. "
MORE
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This letter speaks for itself. In January, I
requested food and ammunition for the brave Cambodians,
and I regret to say that as of this evening, it may
be soon too late.
·
Members of the Congress, my fellow Americans,
this moment of tragedy for Indochina is a time of
trial for us. It is a time for national resolve.
It has been said that the United States is overextended, that we have too many commitments too far from
home, that we must re-examine what our truly vital
interests are and shape our strategy to conform to them.
I find no fault with this as a theory, but in
the real world, such a course must be pursued carefully
and in close coordination with solid progress toward
overall reduction in worldwide tensions.
We cannot,in the meantime, abandon our friends
while our adversaries support and encourage theirs. We
cannot dismantle our defenses, our diplomacy or our
intelligence capability while others increase and
strengthen theirs.
L~t us put an end to self-inflicted wounds.
Let us remember that our national unity is a most priceless asset. Let us deny our adversaries the satisfaction
of using Vietnam to pit Americans against Americans.

At this moment, the United States must present
to the world a united front. Above all, let's keep
events in Southeast Asia in their proper perspective.
The security and the progress of hundreds of millions of
people everywhere depend importantly on us.
Let no potential adversary believe that our
difficulties or our debates mean a slackening of our
national will. We will stand by our friends, we will
honor our commitments, and we will uphold our country's
principles.
The American people know that our strength,
our authority and our leadership have helped prevent
a third world war for more than a generation. We will
not shrink from this duty in the decades ahead.
Let me now review with you the basic elements
of our foreign policy, speaking candidly about our
strengths and our difficulties.

MORE
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We must, first of all, face the fact that what
has happened .in Indochina has disquieted many of our
friends, especially ·in A'sia. We must deal with this
situation promptly and firmly. To this end, I have
already scheduled meetinge with the leaders of Australia,
New Zealand, Singapore and Indonesia, and I expect
to meet with.the leaders of other Asian countries, as
well.
A key country in this respect is Japan. The warm
welcome I received in.Japan last November vividly symbolized
foro both our peoples-the friendship and the solidarity
of this extFaordinary partnership.
I look forward, as I am sure all of you do,
with. very special pleasure to welcoming the Empero'rt when
he visits the United States later this year.
·
We conside:ro our security treaty with Japan
the cornerstone of stability in the vast reaches of
Asia and the. Pacific. Our relations are· crucial to our
mutual well-being. Together, we are working ener~etically
on the international
multilateral agenda
-- in trade,
.
energy and food. We will continue the process of
strengthening our friendship, mutual secu:roity and
prosperity.
Also, of course, of fundamental importance is
our mutual security relationship with the Republic of
Korea which I reaffirmed on my recent visit. Our
relations with Europe have ·never been stronger. There
are no peoples l-Vi th whom America 1 s destiny has been more
closely linked. There are no peoples whose friendship
and cooperation a:roe more needed for the future. For
none of the members of the Atlantic community·can be
secure, none can p:roosper, none can advance unless we all
do so together.
More than ever, these times demand our close
collaboration in order to maintain.the snt'e anchor
or our common security in this time of international
:roiptides; to wo:rok together on the promising negotiations
with our potential adversa:roies; to pool our ene:rogies
the great new economic challenge that faces us.
In addition to this t:roaditional agenda, there
are new problems involving energy, raw materials and
the environment. The Atlantic nations face many and
complex negotiations and decisions. It is time to take
stock, to consult on our future, to affirm once again
our cohesion and our common destiny.
I therefore expect to join with the other
leaders of the Atlantic Alliance at a Western Summit
in the very near future.
MORE
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Before this NATO Meeting, I earnestly ask Congress
to weigh the broader considerations and consequences
of its past actions on the complex Greek and Turkish
dispute over Cyprus. Our foreign policy cannot be
simply a collection of special economic or ethnic or ideological interests. There must be a deep concern for the
overall design of our international actions.
To achieve this design for peace and to assure
that our individual acts have coherence, the Executive
muet have some flexibility in the conduct of foreign
policy.
United States military assistance to an old and
faithful ally, Turkey, has been cut off by action of
the Congress. This has imposed an embargo on military
purchases by Turkey, extending even to items already
paid for -- an unprecedented act against a friend.
These moves, I know, were sincerely intended
to influence Turkey in the Cyprus negotiations. I
deeply share the concern of many citizens for the
immense human suffering on Cyprus. ·I sympathize with
the new democratic government in Greece. We are
continuing our earnest efforts to find equitable
solutions to the problems which exist between Greece
and Turkey. But the results of the Congressional action
has been to block progress towards reconciliation,
thereby prolonging the suffering on Cyprus; to
complicate our ability to promote successful negotiations; to increase the danger of a broader conflict.
Our longstanding relationship with Turkey is
not simply a favor to Turkey. It is a clear and essential
mutual interest. Turkey lies on the rim of the Soviet
Union and at the gates of the Middle East. It is vital
to the security of the eastern Mediterranean, the southern
flank of \ole stern Europe and the collective security
of the Western Alliance.
Our u.s. military bases in Turkey are as critical
to our own security as they are to the defense of NATO.
I therefore call upon the Congress .to lift the
American arms embargo against our Turkish ally by passing
the bipartisan Mansfield-Scott bill now before the
Senate. Only this will enable us to work with Greece
and Turkey to resolve the differences between our allies.
I accept and I indeed welcome the bill's requirement for monthly reports to the Congress on progress toward
a Cyprus settlement, but unless this is done with dispatch,
forces may be set in motion within and between the two
nations \vhich could not be reversed.
MORE
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At the same time, in o!'der to strengthen the
democratic government of Greece and to reaffirm our
:traditional ties wi.th the.people of Greece, we are
·actively discussing a program of economic and military
assistance with them. We will sho~ly be submitting
specific requests to the Congress in this regard.

A vital element of our foreign policy is our
relationship with the developing countries in Africa,
Asia, and Latin America. These countries must knolY'
that America is a. true, that America is a concerned
friend, reliable both in word and deed.
As evidence of this friendship, I urge the
Congress to recoijsider one provision of the 1974
Trade Act which has had an unfortunate and unintended
impact on our relations with Latin America where we
have such a lon~ tie of friendship and cooperation.
Under this legislation, all members of OPEC
\i:rere excluded from our. generalized system of trade
preferences. This.,.~n.:fortunately, punished two South
American fri~ntls. . _:_ tclJ.ador and Venezuela, as well
as other OPEC nat.~o~~'. such as !Hp,;eria and Indonesia'
none of t-rhich partic~:p.ated in last year's oil embargo.
This exclh~ion has seriously complicated our
new dialogue with our friends in this hemisphere.
I therefbre. e~dorse the amendments which have
been introduced in. th·e Congress to provide Executive
authority to waive 'those restrictions· on the Trade
Act th9-t are incompatible '"'i th our national interest.
The interests of America, as well as our allies,
are vitally affected by what happens in the Middle East.
So long as the state of tension continues, it threatens.
military crisis,.the weakening of our alliances, the
stability of the worlq economy and confrontation with
a nuclear superpo.wer. These are intolerable risks.
Because we are in the unique position of being
able to deal with all the parties, we.have, at their
request, been engaged .for the past year and a half in
the'peacemaking effort unparalleled in the history of the
region.
Our policy has brought Pemarkable success on
the road to peace. Last year, two major disengagement
agreements were negotiated and implemented with our
help.
For the first time in 30 years, a process of
negotiation on the basic political issues was begun
and is continuing.
MORE
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Unfortunately, the latest efforts to reach a
further interim agreement between Israel and E~ypt
have been suspended. The issues dividing the parties.
are vital to them and not amenable to easy and to
quick solutions.
However, the United States ~>1ill not be discouraged. The momentum tbward peace that has been
achieved over the last 18 months must, and ,.,.ill,
be maintained.
The active role of the United States must,
and Hill, be continued. The drift toward ~·7ar must, and will,
be prevented.
I pledge the United States to a major effort
for peace in the Hiddle East, an effort Hhich I knm1
has the solid support of the American people and their
Congress.
MORE .
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We are now examining how best to .proceec;L
We have agreed in principle to reconvene the Geneva
Conference. We are prepared as well to explore other
forums.
The United States will move ahead on whatever
course looks most promising, even towards an·overall
settlement or interim agreements should the parties
themselves desire them. We will not accept stagnation
or stalerr:ate with all its at'tendant risks to p~ace and
prosperity and to our relations in and outs.~de of the
region.
The national interest and national security
require as well that we reduce the dangers<of war. We
shall strive to do so by continuing to improve our
relations with potential adversaries.
The United States and the Soviet Union share
an interest in lessening tensions and building a more
stable relationship. During this process, we have
never had any illusions. We know that we are dealing
with a nation that reflects different principles and is
our competitor in many parts of the globe.
Through a combination of firmness and flexibility, the United States, in recent years, laid the
basis of a more reliable relationship, founded on futile
interests and mutual restraint.
But we cannot expect the Soviet Union to show
restraint in the face of the United States weakness or
irresolution.
As long as I am President, America will maintain
its strengths, its alliances and its principles as a
prerequisite to a more peaceful planet. As long as I
am President, we will not permit detente to become a
license to fish in troubled waters. Detente must be -and I trust will be -- a two-way relationship.
Central to U.S.-Soviet relations today is the
critical negotiation to control strategic nuclear
weapons. We hope to turn the Vladivostok agreements
into a final agreement this year at the time of General
Secretary Brezhnev's visit to the United States.
Such an agreement would,for the first time,
put a ceiling on the strategic arms race. It would
mark a turning point in post-war history and would be
a crucial step in lifting for mankind the threat of nuclear
war.
MORE
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Our use of trade and economic sanctions as
weapons to alter the internal conduct of other nat ions . ·
must .3:lso.be seriously re-examined. However well·
.intentioned. the goals, the fact is that some of our
recent actions in the economic field have been s~lf
defeating, they are not achieving the objectives intended
by the Congress and they have damaged our foreign policy.
The Trade Act of 1971+ prohibits most favored .
nation tre.a.tment, credit ·and investment guarantees with
the Soviet Union, so long as. their emigration policies
fail to meet our criteria.
The Soviet Union has, therefore, refused to
put into effect the important 1972 trade agreement
bet.ween our two countries. As a !r'esul t, Western. Europe
and Japan have. stepped into the .breach.
Those countries have extended credits to the
Soviet Union exceeding $8 billion in the last six
months. These are economic opportunities, jobs and
business which could have gone to Americans. There
should be no illusions about the nature of the Soviet
system, but there should be no illusions about how.to
deal with it.
Our belief in the right of peoples of the
world freely.to emigrate has been well demonstrated.
This legislation, however, not only harmed Q1.lr
relations with the Soviet Union, but seriouslycomplicated the prospects of those seeking to emigrate.
The favorable trend,aided by quite diplomacy,
by which emigration increased from 1+00 in 1968.
to over 33,000 in 1973 has been seriously set back.
Remedial legislation is urgently needed in our national
interest.
With the People's Republic of China, we are
firmly fixed on the course set forth in the Shanghai
communique. Stability in Asia and the world require
our constructive relations with one-fourth of the human
race.
After two decades of mutual isolation and
hostility, we h~ve, in reeent years, built a promising
foundation. Deep differences in.our philosophy and
social systems will endure, but so should our mutual
long-term interests and the goals to which our countries
have jointly subscribed in Shanghai.
MORE
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I will visit r.hina later this year to reaffirm
these interests and to ace
rate the improvement in our
relations, and I was glad to welcome the distinguished
Speaker and the distinguished Minority leader of the House
back today from their constructive visit·to the People's
Republic of China.
Let me talk about new challenges. The issues
I have discussed are the most pressing of the traditional
agenda on foreign policy, but ahead of us also is a
vast new agenda of issues in an interdependent world.
The United States -- with its economic power,
its technology, its zest for new horizons -- is the
acknowledged world leader in dealing with many of these
challenges. If this is a moment of uncertainty in the
world, it is even more a moment of rare opportunity.
We are summoned to meet one of man's most
basic challenges -- hunger. At the World Food Conference
last November in Rome, the United States outlined a
comprehensive program to close the· ominous gap between
population growth and food production over the long term.
Our technological skill and our enormous productive
capacity are crucial to accomplishing this task.
·The old order -- in trade, .finance and raw
materials-- is changing·and American leadership is
needed in the creation of new institutions and practices
for. worldwide prosperity and progress.
The world's oceans,'with their immense resources
and strategic importance, must become areas of cooperation
rather than conflict. American policy is directed to
that end.
Technology must be harnessed to the service of
mankind while protecting the environment. This, too,
is an arena for American leadership.
The interests and the aspirations of the
developed and developing nations must be reconciled
in a manner that is both realistic and humane. This is
our goal in this new era.
One of the finest success stories in our foreign
policy is our cooperative effort with other major energyconsuming nations. In little more than a year, together
with our partners,. we have created·the International
Energy Agency; we havenegotiated an emergency sharing
arrangement which helps to reduce the dangers of an
embargo; we have launched major international conservation
efforts; we have developed a massive program for the
development of alternative . sources of energy.
MORE
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But the fate of all of these programs depends
crucialbr on lvhat we do at home. Every month that
passes b~inp.;s us closer to the day when we will be
dependent on imported energy for 50 percent of our requirements. A ne'tv embar~o under these conditions could
have a devastating impact on jobs, industrial expansion,
and inflation at home. Our economy cannot be left to
the mercy of decisions over which we have no control.
I call upon the Congress to act affirmatively.
In a world where information is pm·rer, a vi tal
element of our national security lies in our intelligence
services. They are essential to our Nation's security in
peace as in war. Americans can be grateful for the
important, but largely unsung contributions and
achievements of the intelligence services of this
~lation.

It is entirely proper that this system be subject to Congressional review. But a sensationalized
public debate over legitimate intelligence activities
is a disservice to this Nation and a threat to our
intelligence system.
It ties our hands while our potential enemies
operate with secrecy, with skill and with vast resources.
Any investigation must be conducted with maximum discretion and dispatch to avoid crippling a vital national
institution.
Let me speak quite frankly to some in this
Chamber and perhaps to some not in this Chamber. The
Central ·Intelligence Agency has ··been of maximum importance
to Presidents before me. The Central Intelligence
Agency has been of maximum importance to me. The
Central Intelligence Agency,and its associated intelligence organizations, could be of maximum importance
to some of you in this audience who might be President at
some later date.
I think it would be catastrophic for the
Congress,or anyone else, to destroy the usefulness
by dismantling, in effect, our intelligence systems
upon which we rest so heavily.
Now, as Congress oversees intelligence activities
it must, of course, organize itself to do so in a reasonable
way. It has been traditional for the Executive to consult with the Congress through specially protected
procedures that safeguard ess~ntial secrets, but recently,
some of those procedures have been altered in a way that
makes the protection of vital information very, very
difficult.
MORE
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I will say to the leaders of the Congress, the
House and the Senatet that I will work with them to
devise procedures which will meet the needs of the
Congress for review of intelligence agency activities
and the needs of the Nation for an effective intelligence
service.
Underlying any successful foreign policy is the
strength and the credibility of our defense posture.
We are stronF, and we are ready and we intend to remain so.
Improvement of relations with adversaries does
not mean any relaxation of our national vigilance. On
the contrary, it is the firm maintenance of both strength
and vigilance that makes. possible steady progress to~ard
a safer and a more peaceful world.
The national security budget that I have submitted is the minimum the United States needs in this
critical hour. The Congress should review it carefully,
and I know it will.
But it is my considered judgment
that anv significant reduction or revision would endanger
our national security and thus jeopardize the peace.
Let no aiiy'doubt our determination to maintain
a defense second to none, and let no adversary be
tempted to test our readiness or our resolve.
History is testing us today. We cannot afford
indecision,. ,<tisl,lni ty
disarray in the conduct of our
foreign affairs, You and I can resolve here and now that
this Nation shall move ahead with wisdom, with assurance
and with national unity.

or

The vmrld looks to us for the vigor and for·
the vision that we have .. demonstrated so often in the past
in great moments of our history.
I see a confident America, secure in its
strengths and values -- and determined to maintain both.
I see a conciliatory America, extending its
hand to allies and adversaries alike, forming bonds of
cooperation to deal with the vast problems facing us all.
I see a compassionate America, its heart reaching
out to orphans, to refugees, and to our fellow human
beings afflicted by ~var, by tyranny and by hunger.
As President; entrusted by·the Constitution
wit'tl p-rimary respo.nsibility for the conduct of our foreign
affairs, I rene~..r the plege I made last Aup,;ust: to work
cooperatively with the Congress.
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I ask that the Congress help to keep America's

word good throughout the world. We are one Nation, one
government, and we must have one foreign policy.

In an hour far darker than this, Abraham Lincoln
told his fellow citizens, and I quote: "We cannot escape
history. We of this Congress and this Administration
will be remembered in spite of ourselves. No personal
significance or insignificance can spare one or another
of us."
We who are entrusted by the people with the
great decisions that fashion their future can escape
neither responsibilities nor our consciences.
By what we do now, the world will know our
courage, our constancy and our compassion.
The spirit of America is good and the heart of
America is strong. Let us be proud of what we have
done and confident of what we can do.
And may God ever guide us to do what is
right.
Thank you.
END
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MlU.lON· IN ti.ILITARY AID TO "SOUTH VIETNAM AND PRESERVATION OF THE ·CENTRAL -lNTEl.l.IGENC£· AGENCY AS IT IS • . ·. .
. .
.
DOZENS · OF CmlGRESSMEN IN THE AUDfENCE SCRiBBLED FEVERISHLY · AS FORD
·outLINED HIS MILITARY AID REQUEST, BUT REP•- TOBY MOFFETT, A FRESH~1AN
DEMOCRAT FROM. CONNECTICUT, WAVED HIS ARM . IN A SIGi'JAl. OF DISGUST FROM ·
THE ·BACK ROW. ' ·Mf: ~EFT SHORTLY AFTER . THAT.
. _
·. . --~·
A HISS WAS HEARD FROf4 THE AREA .OF' FRESHMAN DEMOCRATS. IN THE .BACK ·..
ROW WHERE NOFFETT WAS SliT ING. REP. THOMAS DOW~JEY, D-N. Y., THE
· YOUNGEST CONGRESSi·1AN AT 25, SHOOK HIS. HEAD IN DISGUST AND REP. BELLA
ASZUG, D-N.Y. ·, MOUTHED A DEF~ANT, ·· "NO." '. . ·
... ·
WHEN FORD ASKED FOR AUTHORITY TO SEND U.S. TROOPS INTO SOUTH
~IETNAM TO O~ERSEE EVAt~ATION OF U.S. PERSONNEL ~ND SOUTH VIETNAMESE
WHO HELPED THE - UNITED. ST~tES, · EkPRESSIONS tiF :GEEZ" A~D "JESUS" WERE
HEARD.
.
.
. ·
. ·
. • ....
·. REP. JOHN BURTON, D-CALIF., GAVE . A .T~UI"'BS-UP JER.KING MOTION~-- HIS
BROTHER; PHIL, WHO HEADS THE DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS, DID NOT · HIDE HIS
EXPRESSIONS OF .ANGER. REP. JAMES SYMINGTON, D-MO., SHOOK HIS HEAD IN
DISGUST.
.
_
_
.
A LOUD BOO WAS · HEARD FROM THE SAME AREA WHEN FORD DEPARTED FROM
HIS PREPARED TEXT TO ·SAY IT WOULD BE ~ATASTROPHIC . FOR CONGRESS TO .
DESTROY THE ' USEFULNESS OF THE CIA BY DISMANTLING IT •
. SEN. HENRY JACKSON, D;_WASH., WAS STONEFACED ," BUT HE SQUIRMED WHEr~
-FORD DENOUNCED -HIS ORCHESTRATED BAN ON NOST-FAVORED . TRADE TREATMENT
OF THE SOVIET UNION BECAUSE OF.ITS JEWISH EMIGRATION POLICIES~ SOVIET
AMBASSADOR ANATOLY 'DOBRYtHN REI-IAlNED STOIC · AS HE FOLLOWED FORD'S
SHARP COMMENTS ABOUT HIS COUNTRY.
.
.
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

April 12, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR WHITE HOUSE SENIOR STAFF
RON NESSEN

CKtJA~

Attached is a copy of Secretary Kissinger's BACKGROUND briefing
for newsmen Thursday evening prior to the President's address to
the Joint Session of Congress.
This transcript is provided to you for your information and to increase
your understanding of the factors underlying the President's speech.
Because of the sensitive nature of the information and the grouJ[d
rules under which the information was given1 I ask your diligent
protection of the source. Under those ground rules, the information
can only be attributed to "Administration officials. 11

This Copy For

----------------

BA C KGR 0 UND

BRI E F I NG

AT THE tffliTE HOUSE
WITH HENRY A. KISSINGER
SECRETARY OF STATE
7:15 P.H.

EDT

APRIL 10, 1975
THURSDAY
SECRETARY KISSINGER: I thought that the most
useful thing that I could do is to explain what those
who were discussing the speech, and above all the
President, had in mind, what problems they were considering and what they were trying to achieve with this speech.
Then we can answer specific questions on the meaning of
the speech.
There obviously are two parts to the speech.
There is the traRic problem of Vietnam, and there is the
conduct of foreign policy in the face of the difficulties
and, indeed, the disasters that have been encountered.iri
Vietnam.
Those of us who are concerned with the conduct
of foreign policy and the President feel that we have
two problems: One is to ~anage the existing situation
in Vietnam, but secondly, to keep in mind that the purposes
of the Nation go forward, that the long-term interests
of the country have to be preserved, and that our
foreign policy has to be carried out with design and
with conviction and with purpose and, therefore, we are
trying to say that whatever happens in Vietnam, there
is a design in our foreign policy that will become more
difficult as a result of what has happened in Vietnam,
but that as a united people, we can carry forward
and whose essential objectives can be realized, and we
will do our utmost to realize. This is the basic thing.
Now, let me turn to Vietnam. You have to
remember that in talking about Vietnam at this moment we
face many audiences, and what we say can produce its o~m
consequences. We have a domestic audience, we have a
Vietnamese audience, and we have an international
audience, and each of them have their own requirements and
their own consequences.
MORE
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It is quite possible -- in fact, it is very
likely -- that what we say charts not only a policy but
produces immediate consequences. We know, for example,
we are aware of the public opinion polls with respect
to military assistance to Vietnam, but there is also
the fact that if the President tonight announces certain
conclusions that reflect these convictions of that majority,
that this would produce immediate consequences in South
Vietnam that in turn would lead to results that I would
seriously question that majority could live with because
we are dealing in Vietnam at this very moment also with
the lives of 6000 Americans.
Also, there is the problem of the international
perception of the United States, how it comports itself
in the face of an undoubted disaster.
I am not asking you to ar.ree with our conclusions.
I am telling you that these were complex considerations
that were as prayerfully considered as any Presidential
speech that I have seen in the six years that I have been
associated with this level of the government.
Let us take the situation in Vietnam. If the
United States were to announce what many Congressmen have
recommended, that we would stop all military aGsistance,
there are foreigners here who will be able to judge on
their own what the foreign perception of this problem
would be, but there is no question what the result in
Vietnam would be.
It would lead to an immediate collapse of the
situation under the most chaotic conditions imaginable.
What the President is attempting to say in
this speech is not rested on legal obligations by themselves; even less does it rest on alleged secret commitments that nobody ever claimed, nobody ever tried to
implement as a commitment.
The attempt is raised on the basis that
when the United States has been en~aged for over a
decade with a people, whatever the judgment may be of the
original decision, there are literally tens of thousands
of these people now whose physical existence, as well as
that oftheir families, is tied up with us and, therefore~
as we examined our choices, it became clear that whatever
we did, whatever conviction one has about the ultimate
outcome of the struggle in Vietnam, unless we were going
to do nothing, the conclusions that we could reach were
not really all as varied as might appear.
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vfuatever our convictions may be about the
American obligation towards the Americans in the
country and towards the Vietnamese who have been
associated with us or towards the possibilities
of a political solution, a degree of stabilization of the
military situation is an essential prerequisite.
The Administration is as capable of counting
up the number of North Vietnamese divisions against a
ma~imum number of South Vietnamese divisions as anybody
else/ and it is highly probable that the South Vietnamese
will also do this counting, but for the immediate problem
thatwe face,a degree of stabilization of the military
situation seemed to us an objective that we had no right
to reject.

MORE

Now, the.n, a one-step basic decision had been
Made. Once it had been decided that we would not do
anything, we were in the position That there was no
sensible figure short of the fifure that had been given
to us by the mission sent by General Weyand.
Any one of you or any one of us could invent
any other figure and it would have the status of a
guess. It 't-Tas the President's conviction· that if he
put forward any figure, it would be a figure on behalf
of which he could testify before the Congress or
his senior advisers could testify before the Congress.
~fuether there is enough time to implement this
entire program; Nhether this figure will in fact
be enour,h, can be shown only by events, but if he is to
level with the American people, then he had to ~ive the
figure for which there was some objective basis.

It is a figure, moreover, which I vwuld like to
stress that is important, regardless of what your estimate
is of the probable outcome of military operations because
it permits a discussion with the government of South Vietnam
with respect to some of the contingencies that could arise
since no outcome of any battle is ever for a day.
And this was the basis at Hhich the particular
figure was achieved.
Let me make two other points. The first is,
it seemed imperative to the President, and to all of
us, that this debate not be infinitely protracted -one, because the situation in Vietnam does not permit
it; and secondly, because the requirements of American
national security do not permit it, either.
We believed that it was extremely important
that we state our case, that Ne put it before the Congress
and that we then get a clear decision as to the Congressional and public will. So, that we can then turn
one way or the other to the essential agenda which, in
any case, remains and which, in anv case, must be carried
out and which, in any event, will be carried out.
I want to say on behalf of the President that
it is not the intention of the Administration to look
for scapegoats, that once the decision is made, it will
not be used to start a national debate on who lost or
who was responsible, but precisely because we do not
wish to do this and precisely because we owe it to the
rest of the world to continue our international responsibilities as a united people.
MORE
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Precisely for this reason, must we now be
honest and state what we think is needed to have a
chance to stabilize the situation, to save the lives
that can be saved, to permit an orderly negotiation and
to conduct ourselves in this tragic moment with dignity
and purpose.
Now, this is what we atte~pted to do in this speech
and I would point out again that we have no intention, whatever happens, of letting Vietnam paralyze the basic obligation of the United States which in the entire postwar
period, has preserved the global peace and has attempted
to lead other countries towards common objectives.
This, we '"'ill continue, but how we conduct ourselves in this tragedy will play an important role in it·.
This is the purpose of the speech. This is what was
uppermost on our mind.
There were many possibilities. I can give you,
for example, one possibility that was very seriouslv
considered. The figure of $300 million that was put
for~<~ard as necessarv under conditions in January would
have been an absurdity to put forward under current
conditions and Nould have had almost the same effect
in Saigon as to put forward nothing at all. But we
did~consider the proposition of putting forward the figure
of ~300 million and warning the Congress that if that helped
we would come in with another figure in a few weeks.
The President's judgment was that the country
should not have an endless debate every four weeks on the
same basic set of facts and on the same fundamental
issues and he, therefore, decided to take the route of
asking for the amount which he considered the minimum
amount that could achieve the objective that he had
described, but we are prepared to discuss with the Congress
other methods and we are not approaching the Congress
with an attitude of finding scapegoats. We are approaching the Congress with an attitude that we absolutely must
find national unitv now in the face of the other problems
that are ahead of us.
speech.

Now, this is tvhat l.vas the thinking behind the
I will he ~lad now to answer questions.

Q
Hr. Secretary, when you speak of negotiations
to South Vietnam, you are in fact talking about surrender,
aren't you?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: I am not talking about
surrender. I am talking about what the negotiations will
produce depends very importantly on the military situation that exists and the terms that can be achieved in
negotiations will depend importantly on our own actions.
But obviously, the terms are not brilliant.
MORE
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Mr. Secretary, ,.,rhen you come to the Congress
with a $722 million aid request ~>Then they, in turn, had
rejected, in effect, the $300 million, aren't you actually
putting the monkey on the Congress' back despite all
of your disclaimers about not looking for scapegoats or
not engaging in the recriminations?
Q

SECRETARY KISSINGER: Peter, whether they
reject $300 million or $722 million does not change that
basic principle. \Vhether we are going to put the money
on anybody's back depends on what we wil do after the
decision has been taken. We strongly urge this as
being in the national interest under the current conditions
that we face.
I believe that when the Congress addressed the
question of the $300 million, it faced totally different
circumstances, it did not have to confront the question
of the possible evacuation of maybe tens of thousands
of people, and it was then dealing with what seemed
like a totally different set of facts.
Q
How do vou want the law revised to take care
of those Vietnamese that have become associated with us
and are endangered if worst comes to worst?

SECRETARY KISSINGER: There are two legal issues.
One has to do with the extraction of Americans and the
other has to do with the extraction of Vietnamese.
Under a literal reading of that Indochina
amendment, some la~~ers argue that we do not have the
right to use American military forces in any hostile
action for any purposes in Indochina or in any situation
·where hostile action may result.
Other lawvers hold the point of view that the
President has the residual constitutional right to protect American lives and that overrides a literal reading
of existing legislation.
We would like the Congress to clarify this
constitutional point, and frankly, we have no question
that the Congress will support the constitutional
point that the President does have the residual powers
to use American forces to evacuate Americans.
tve
consider this a relatively simple point.
The second question is that under the Indochina
resolution, there is no doubt that we do not have the
right to use American military forces under conditions
in which they could become involved in hostilities
for purposes of evacuating South Vietnamese or third
country nationals which could also arise.
MORE
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In this case, if the Congress went along with
us, we would have to be given explicit authority for
perhaps a limited period of time, and clearly defined
purposes to do this.
So, we need two kinds of Congressional action.
The first one we can probably do without, but given the
situation and the sensitivities, we would prefer to
happen. The second one is, if there is to be an
evacuation, we must get --

Q

Mr. Secretary, you referred several times
to negotiations.
SECRETARY KISSINGER:

Yes.

Q
As far as we know, there are no negotiations going on.

SECRETARY KISSINGER:

No.

Q

The PRG says they will not negotiate as
long as Thieu is in power. Do you expect him to remain
in power?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: I don't think it is for
me to speculate what the political evolution in South
Vietnam may be. I believe that under the conditions that
now obtain, some sort of negotiation is probable and
that the terms of this negotiation can be importantly
affected by the military situation.

Q

What sort of negotiations?

SECRETARY KISSINGER:
into that at this point.

I would rather not go

Q
Mr. Secretary, are you conditioning that
on getting the $722 million when you say some sort of
negotiation is probable?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: We have seen in Cambodia
what happens when one side achieves total predominance
and the other side is deprived of the most elementary
physical means, and it appeared, of course, in Cambodia
that even the departure of Lon Nol did not produce a
negotiation.
Based on my own experience with the North
Vietnamese, any negotiation with them will reflect the
existing balance of forces to a considerable extent and,
therefore, it is difficult to predict what the negotiation
will be in the abstract.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Secretary, if I understand you
correctly, and I realize there are some problems of
subtlety, and perhaps deliberate ambiguity here. If
I understand it correctly, you are not really saying give
us the $722 million and we are promising it will save
South Vietnam.
What you are saying is it will give us
stability and a chance to get out in a somewhat orderly
fashion. Is that a correct understanding?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: I am saying the judgment
of General Weyand seems to be that the $722 million could
stabilize the situation perhaps on a permanent basis. I
am saying that even if this is not correct -- and, after
all, not every military judgment in the Vietnam war
has invariably been exactly on the mark, but not every
diplomatic judgment, either, not every journalistic
judgment (Laughter) -- but even if this is not achievable,
I would say the other purposes that America has would
still be best served by the granting of this sum, and in
that sense you have correctly summarized my views.

Q
Mr. Secretary, the last sentence on page 2
of the President's speech deals, I believe, with a very
basic premise. What evidence is there to support the
statement that there 1vas universal con:sensus in
the United States in 1973 that the United States would
continue to provide adequate materials to support South
Vietnam,-- an impliedly open-ended basis.
Q
I can add to that the Democratic platform
in 1972 specifically called for the end to all military
aid,and that certainly is a part of the national debate.
SECRETARY KISSINGER: Yes, it is also true that
they only got 38 percent of the votes.
I think this is subject to research. The
general impression that many of the critics of the war
in Vietnam left was that their major objection was to the
endless involvement of American combat forces in the
region which sooner or later would have to stand on its
own feet, and the impression that was widespread was that
if the United States could withdraw from the war and
reclaim its prisoners, that it would be prepared to
assume the same responsibilities or at least with
respect to material help toward Indochina that it did
toward South Korea, for example, in similar circumstances.
tve have never claimed a legal obligation. tve
have always stated that we thought it was a moral obligation. I have stated at press conferences, and I repeat
it now, that we told the South Vietnamese that we believed
that the Congress and the American people, in gratitude
for being relieved of the nightmare of the prisoners and
the loss of life, would be generous in its assistance.
MORE
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We do not claim this is a legal obligation, and
we do not claim there were secret commitments, nor have
we ever claimed it, nor have we ever invoked it to
oppose any particular legislation.

Q
Mr. Secretary, do you suppose 6000 Americans
are in danger of losing their lives in Vietnam? Could
they not get out on Pan American in nine days by the
time this bill is considered?

-

SECRETARY KISSINGER: We are going to make an
effort to reduce the number of Americans in Vietnam. We
have to consider that if the United States precipitously
pulls out of Saigon, it will also produce the very consequences,with respect to all its other concerns, that it
is attempting to avoid. But, we are reducing the numbers
of Americans to the minimum that is considered necessary
to perform the functions that remain.

Q

Are they in grave peril, as the President

says?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: ~~ether they are in grave
peril or not depends on possible evolutions that
can be foreseen. If there is a collapse produced by despair
and a sense of abandonment, you have one situation.
If you have a relatively,even temporarily,
stabilized military situation and a government that
appreciates that fact, you have another situation. If
you have a negotiation, you have yet another situation.
So, the exact status of both the Americans and the
endangered Vietnamese cannot be stated in the abstract,
it depends on a whole set of circumstances.

Q
Mr. Secretary, you have said several times
tonight that what is important now is that we make this
decision on the $722 million, and then what is important
is what we do after that decision is made.
SECRETARY KISSINGER:

That is correct.

Q
From all indications, Congress has shown
no inclination to pass $300 million, and you perhaps agree
that it is not reasonable to expect them to pass the
$722 million either, so my question is twofold. Number
one, do you agree with that assessment~ and number two,
what will we do if they reject this additional aid
request?
MORE
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Q

Question?

SECRETARY KISSINGER: The question is, that
since Congres' in effect, rejected $300 million, it is
almost certain to reject the larger figure. Do I agree
with this assessment and what shall we do if this assessment turns out to be correct? Is that a fair statement
of your question?
The $300 million were put forward as a supplemental appropriation under conditions that were totally
different from the circumstances that we face today, both
within Vietnam and in terms of our international
consequences.
We did not ask the Congressional leadership yesterday about any particular figures because we did not
think it was fair to them nor did the President think it
was fair to him to get into a debate about ~ figure in
which he felt he had to make the preliminary decision
of what was necessary.
I had the impression, however, from the leadership that they were approaching this issue in a prayerful
and serious manner and not in a contentious manner. And
if the Congress looks at this not in terms of an old
debate, but in terms of something of a transition to
a new period of cooperation, then I would not make a prejudgment of what they will vote and I believe that
something can be worked out with them.
Now, if it turns out that they will not vote it,
I have stated that the Administration will do its absolute
utmost to prevent an orgy of recrimination and will attempt
to focus the American people on the duties and obligations we now have which have not ended.
We have been the central power in preserving
the peace and many of the initiatives of the postwar
period have been due to our leadership. That is what we
must maintain under now more difficult circumstances,
but we can attempt to do it with a united people.
Q
Mr. Secretary, is the President planning
a conference in the Pacific with the leaders of our -SECRETARY KISSINGER: No, all of these leaders
that I mentioned will be coming to Washington.
Q

The NATO?

SECRETARY KISSINGER: No, we are now talking
about the Asian leaders. All of those have been scheduled
to come to Washington.
MORE
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Q

In the near future?

SECRETARY KISSINGER: Over the next three
months, beginning in the near future.
On the NATO meeting, no precise date has been
set and the surest way to keep a precise date from being
set would be for me to try to try to interfere with the
prerogatives of the permanent representatives of the NATO
Council, but I think it is a reasonable assumption that
it will take place -- if you speculate on that on your
own -- sometime between the end of May and the end of
June, and more in the earlier part than in the later
part of the period. But it really has not been set.

Q
The President refers to $722 million as being
for very specific purposes. Can you tell us what those
specific purposes are?
Secondly, can you tell us how many Vietnamese
are contemplated in the description of those whose lives
may be dependent upon us?
SECRETARY :CISSINGER: On the first question,
there is a very precise list which we looked over in
San Clemente -- in Palm Springs, and which will have
to be -- (Laughter)
Q

tVill you stand on that statement, please?

SECRETARY KISSINGER:
record, Murray?

Will you put that on the

-- which we looked over in Palm Springs and
which I do not have with me, but I am sure the Defense
Department witnesses before various committees can testify
to that.
With respect to the second question, we have
tried to make as careful an analysis as we could. If
you make a list of all of those \vhose lives could be
endangered, you come up with horrendous figures because
in Vietnam, the whole family is involved, it is never
a question of just saving an individual. There is
always the question of his entire family.
The figure of those that are endangered that
we could put together amounts to something like
1.5 million. The figure of those that are endangered,
we have some obligation to, but this is beyond our capabilities. The figure that we think we have a special
obligation to is between 150,000 and 200,000, but that
is a massive logistic effort whose feasibility depends
~ntirely on the conditions in which it will have to be
executed and therefore, an important concern of ours
is to provide conditions in which we can at least think
about it.
MORE
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Q
Hmv many Americans might be required to
evacuate 150,000 to 200,000 South Vietnamese?

SECRETARY KISSINGER: You will have to get this
from the Defense Department, but it is not an insignificant
figure.
On the other hand, it is not a very extended
operation, either.

Q
When you get these Vietnamese out, don't
you have to negotiate either with the South Vietnamese regime
or the Communists?
SECRETARY KISSINGER:

Or both.

Q

What circumstances do you envisage? The
South Vietnamese, so far, have indicated they would not
allow this to happen.
SECRETARY KISSINGER: We are not talking
under conditions now. We are not saying this will happen.
We are saying we have an obligation to consider the
worst contingency and we are trying to create circumstances
where we can talk with a South Vietnamese government about
the worst contingencies.
Barry?
Q
Excuse me.
It is not clear to me.

Just a technical point, maybe.

Is there a rema1n~ng aid request for Cambodia?
What is it or are you just abandoning any hope now?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: It is very probable, as
the President has indicated, that the fate of Cambodia
will be decided in the next few days and that therefore
w~ are not, tonight, in a position to make a plausible
,request to the Congress.
But if that should turn out to be wrong, we will
then do it but we do not want in Vietnam a similar
situation to arise in which there is an endless debate
while there is a constant deterioration of a situation over
which we lose progressively any capacity to exert influence.

Q

Dr. Kissinger, is the use of American air
power considered in any way in your proposals?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: The President has pointed
out that this contingency, that the introduction of
American combat forces was a theoretical possibility which
is,one~proscribed by law, and secondly, will not be
requested by the President except for the limited
purpose of refugee evacuation.
MORE
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Q

Mr. Secretary, what about troops on the

ground?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: It depends, really,
entirely on the situation under which this takes place
and the degree of cooperation and indeed, whether it is
feasible at all.

Q

Did you get a range of figures?

SECRETARY KISSINGER: We had a very rough
guess, but we have not made a detailed study of this.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Secretary, to take that point a little
further, do you contemplate the need to put in enough
American troops to draw a protective ring around Saigon
if that becomes necessary to evacuate?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: Right. I hope you ladies
and gentlemen realize we are now talking about the ·
absolutely worst contingency which has, if you analyze
it, many nightmarish aspects to it and, therefore, depends
to a very important degree on the degree of cooperation
that is achieved by the South Vietnamese government, the
kind of negotiation that might be going on at this
moment, the kind of cooperation that could be achieved
from the North Vietnamese.
Therefore, it is very difficult --and also
the degree to which it is possible -- to assemble ahead
of time those whose lives might be most endangered. All
of these are factors on which I think it would be
dangerous to speculate, but they are being considered.
Yes, sir.

Q
Mr. Secretary, some of us were told today
that the tone of the President's speech this evening would
be optimistic, yet you presented anything but that. Can
you cite something optimistic in the outlook for U.S.
foreign policy?
In the President's speech we were also toldthat
the President was sounding a conciliatory note in this
Carl Albert, Speaker of the House. I was wondering if you
would cite what is conciliatory in the President's
speechi
SECRETARY KISSINGER: I think the President
considered it his duty to present the situation as he
saw it, and I do not think the President should be asked
to be optimistic or pessimistic.
The President should be asked to explain the
situation as he sees it to the best of his ability.
Secondly, what is conciliatory in the
speech is his repeated expression that this is not an
attempt to begin a period of recrimination, that at his
repeated insistence that the duties before America
remain constant, whatever setbacks we may suffer in
Vietnam, and that he will work· with the Congress and
with the public to try to achieve a united approach to
this.
This is his attitude. He did point out those
things that have to be remedied in order to get the
forward momentum, but the spirit of this speech and the
spirit of the man is conciliatory, it is not vindictive.
It is not bitter, and it is not accusatory.
MORE

- 15 It is also serious because it is a serious
situation which we cannot escape by pretending that
it is not serious or by pretending that it does not
affect international affairs. We can master them, but
we cannot explain them away.
Mr. Osborne?

Q

Mr. Secretary, two clarifying questions.
Would it be intended to bring the endangered Vietnamese
to the United States, number one. Number two, there is
a reference on page 3 to diplomatic notes being sent to
members of the Paris Conference. That is a reference to
the January notes?
SECRETARY KISSINGER: No. We have sent a new
set of notes tonight. The destination of these
individnals has not yet been decided, but we will be
approaching other countries and we, without any question,
will have to take a substantial number of them.

Q
Sir, as I understand the reading of +his,
you will not only have to get the money, but you will
have to get -- isn't it two laws on the books now that you
will have to have taken off the books? You will have to
go back and say we want to nullify these two laws in
case the Church-Case law and continuing resolutions -SECRETARY KISSINGER: No. We are asking for
the money, and we are asking with respect to the law, for
a clarification of one point, which I beli~ve will present
no difficulty whatsoever; namely, the President's legal
authority to use American forces to extract American
citizens.
We could probably do that on a unilateral
interpretation. We simply would like to get this clarified.
I am confident from consultations that this is no problem.
The second is not to take the Church-Case off
the books, but rather to get an exception for a limited
period of time for a specific purpose for a one-time
operation.
THE PRESS:

Thank you, Mr. Secretary.
END
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Introduction

This is the first edition of the Media Analysis, a special supplement
to the President 1 s.Daily News Briefing of News and.Comment. The
An<ilysis will be prepared weekly and as major events require.

.

Distribution will be limited to the White House Senior Staff •
The Media Analysis hopes to 'ident'i'fy' tre•nds in ;'opinion and reaction
to .events of Presidential concern during their early stages of
d-evelopment, with the primary·focus centered on the major commercial
telev~sion networks and newspapers with syndicate outlets.
Eventually, the Analysis will develop a file of articles by major
1
Washington 1-eporters that will be useful to the Senior Staff in
preparing for interviews with those· reporters.

ii

Monday, April 14, 1975

MEDIA ANALYSIS

The President's State of·the World Address to Congress
~

This review is based on ·repcftts !ft6~ ~he fc)llowtng· major
da.Hy papers, representing a combined total circulation
in excess of nine million:
New York Times
Washington Post
Washihgtoh Star
Baltimore Sun
Los Angeles Times
New York Daily News.
Wall Street Journal
Christian Science Monitor
Knight Newspapers (Miami Herald)
Chicago Sun Times
Des Moines Register
There were four distinct categories of reporting on the President's
address:
(1)

Genera~

characterizations of the tone and impact of the speech

(2) Congressional Reaction
{3) Blame Placing
(4)

The Kissinger Influence

General Tone, Image and Impact
Analys·t' s Conclusions·:
(1)

The ton¢ of the speech was conciliatory.

(2)

There ·was nothing new, substantively, for
America's foreign policy.

(3)

An alert to what is likely. to become conventional

wisdom:· The President is out-of-tune with the·
nation on· Indo·china .'' . 'J;'he ·implication of this on
'76 also raised.
· l~
· ·
Summary of Specific Repor.ting
Of 8 papers reviewed, 5 said the tone of the speech
was cbnciliatory and, in one instance, "very" conciliatory.
'

• t-1.

.

' ...

Bernard Gwertzman in the N.Y. Times said the President
"tried to appear conciliatory" toward Congress: Lou Cannon
in the Post said the tone was "both urgent and concil1.atory;"
Peter Kumpa of the Baltimore Sun assessed it with a straight
"concili~tory," a~ did Bob Keatley at the Wall Street Journal,
while Stan Carter of the N.Y. Daily News said "very" conciliatory.
Strongly disagreeing were Knight's James McCartney,
Fred Barnes of the Washington Star and Clark Mollenhoff
of the Des Moines Register. McCartney said the image
projected to TV viewers was "all hard line." Mollenhoff
said the "firm tone throughout ... belied the advance billing
that he would strike a conciliatory tone." Barnes said the
speech was "far less conciliatory" than some Congressmen
had expecteq.
. Kumpa' s piece was alone in noting the element of candor.
He said the President was "remarkably candid" in his treatment
of Indochina. But,' Kumpa also said there were "no new
initiatives, no changes in direction (and) no surprises,"
a comment also made by•Jeremiah O'Leary of the Star. Kumpa's
colleague at the Sun, Henry Trewhitt jumped a couple steps
from the nothing new theme to say1.ng the President appeared
as a leader essentially paralyzed in foreign policy. Kumpa,
however, credited the President with making a speech "more
eloquent than usual."

Media Analysis ·
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. Also critical of the President was McCartney's comment
that the request. for $722 million was "stunn1ng" and represented a desperate, last-minute effort to stabilize Saigon.
In a more general fashion, Leslie Gelb at the N.Y. Times
reflected the foreign view versus the domestic situation
when he wrote that .the speech was a "mixture of high principals and politics that failed i:ri.Washington, but which the
White House hopes
. . will play well around
. the world."
~

•
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Probably the most';britl.cal "assessn'tent C·ame from Jack
.Germond at the Star. He said the President embraced the
leper of the war in Vietnam," thereby raising serious questions about his perception of the national consensus on
Vietnam. He projected an image of a President "unwilling
to face the reality" of the situation at home and in South
Vietnam,, •. wnich Germond said could have serious consequences"
for the President both as national leader and as a candidate
in 1976.
II

Congressional Reaction
Bernard Gwertzman' s article in the N.Y. Times \-las
representative of what was found in virtually every report.
Gwertzman said the request for $722 million was "met with
silence." Spencer Rich and Richard Lyons of the Post added
that even some long-time backers of the u.s. effort in
Indochina were surprised {Stennis/Sparkman) . The two
Post writers observed that there was "not a single clap,"
while key Dems expressed "surprise, hostility and doubt."
Murre~· Marder at the Post said the April 19 deadline
is "imposs1ble" to meet, thereby raising.suspicions on the
Hill that the President was out to pin the blame on Congress.
With only a shade of difference was McCartney, who said
April 19 is "virtually impossible."

Probably most dogmatic on this point was Joseph Harsch
in the Monitor, who wrote that Congress is "so thoroughly
disillusioned" about Indochina that it is not going to spend
another penny on it. Jeremiah O'Leary of the Star virtually
matched Harsch's assessment. He said the gap between the
Administration· and Congress "over the entire spectrum" of
foreign policy was never before charted more clearly.

Media Analysis
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Placins the Blame
~ike Murrey Marder in the Post (see pg. 2}, several
articles said the ~pril 19 deadline aroused suspicions that
the White House --· knowing that the deadline cannot be met
'is setting the Hill up to take the blame for the losses in
Indochina.

McCartney, on th.is point, continued his generally
critical posture by reporting that the Administration, even
·though O.enying it, was actua.J,.ly, setting ·up a scenario in ·
which Congress will appeg_~ tcY.'have falled:_.by White House
a~d GOP standards.
·
Stan Carter in the N.Y. Daily News, however, said the
President "carefully avoided blaming the Congress," and
Qvertzman similarly .said he avoided blaming Congress directly.
And the ~ch~Lyons piece in the Post quoted Rep. Phil Burton
as saying he'definitely does not think the President is trying
to make Congress the scapegoat.
Yet, Lou Cannon said that any bloody reprisals in
Saigon could put Congress on the spot, a point expanded on
by the Baltimore Sun's Charles Corrdry during his weekly
appearance on Paul Duke's PBS Washington Week in Review.
Corrdry, who normally covers the Pentagon, said he thinks
it's going to dawn on Members of Congress sometime that the
President has put them in the position where, if they reject
him outright, the situation in Saigon might "crumble, and
crumble very rapidly." This would create a "dicy situation"
where we try to evacuate 6,000 Americans possibly fighting
South Vietnamese as well as communists.
The Kissinger Influence
Rud~ Abramson of the L.A. Times was virtually alone with
his part1cular perception of the Kissinger influence on the
speech. He said the President made no mention of Kissinger
in an apparent effort to show the Congress that "he is in
charge of foreign policy."

More typical, however, was Bradsher in the Star who
said the speech strongly reflected the Kissinger influence.
McCartn~y depicted the speech as a victory for Kissinger
over other Administration figures, as did Morton Kondracke
of the Chicago Sun Times who announed Kiss1nger the "victor
in an intense inner-circle struggle for the President's mind
o;n Viet,nam policy."
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Al.though Leslie G.elb in the· Times said the speech showed
that ~issinger has more influence.than Schlesinger, Lou Cannon
in the Post said R~sfeld's influence was present to the extent
that the President· went to "extended lengths" to avoid pointing
·the .finger at Congress.
·
: But Fred Barnes cited both Rumsfeld· and Hartmann as the
principal persons who argued for a ".softer"'approach than that
which was contained in Kissinger's first draft that went to
Palm Sp+ings. Barnes conclu<?-ecl that the end result made "it
clear that Kissinger's in"fluehce · i:ema·ins .. ·r~.urdfminished in the
Wh,ite House.
On a different point, but directly related, was Jim
Wieghert's comment in the N.Y. Daily News that the number who
feel Kissinger is "indispensable" to the new Ford Administration
is "dwindling fast," especially on the Hill. In a joint article
in the Monitor, Sperling and Hey said that top Democratic leaders
have indicated that the mood of increasing skepticism with Ford
and Kissinger is building and a major Hill reassessment of
foreign policy is like~y soon.

April 21, 1975
Questions Most Likely to be Asked During CBS Interview

Vietnam
1.

You have said repeatedly that you are not going to engage in
recriminations or blame on the question of who caused the loss
of Vietnam. But in almost every speech you make, you point
to Congress for failing to provide the military aid the United
States promised. How do you reconcile those two seemingly
opposite positions?

2.

Your chief military and foreign policy advisors say that additional
military aid to South Vietflam at best give the Saigon Government
only a chance to stabilize' the situation. But you told the ASNE
meeting that you are absolutely convinced that more aid would
stabilize the situation. Why are you so.. optimistic?

3.

Why have you really requested more military aid to South Vietnam
when the situation appears to be lost? Do you really think that
additional aid can stablize the military situation, or are you asking
the money only ( 1) So -you can 1 t be blamed later for pulling the
plug; and (2) 'Ib keep South Vietnam from turning on Americans
before they can be evacuated?

4.

Why did the United States wait so long -to evacuate the Americans
there? Is it true that Graham Martin refused to move on the
evacuation soon enough?

5.

Why do you keep referring to a commitment to an ally? Who
gave the commitment,and why do you consider the corrupt and
inept government in Saigon to be an ally?

6.

The White House has disclosed that Former President Nixon
wrote secret letters to President Thi·eu promising "a vigorous
American reaction'to any North Vietnamese violation$ of the
Paris Accords. Did these secret promises amount to a commitment
for American military intervention? · Why should Congress and the
American people be expected to live upto a,commitment ~bout which
they knew nothing and ~ere not consulted at'the time?

..,
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7.

How many Americans are left in Saigon? Can you get them
all out_,."i:?~!.?F.? the Communists begin to attack Saigon? How
many r!irM?t -,.will you have to use to get these Americans
out if fighting starts in Saigon?

8.

Do you have any hope at all of getting any South Vietnamese
out of Saigon before the Communists attack? Where will all
the South Vietnamese go if you get them out of Vietnam?

9.

John Hersey quotes you as saying it is 11 unfortunater• that
Congress forbids the reintroduction of American military
forces into South Vietnam. Leaving aside the legal restrictions,
do you personally favor the use of American military forces
in Vietnam? If it were not for the legal restrictions, would
you be using American military force now to try to save South
Vietnam?

10. How longd;o your military advisors now-tell you that Saigon
can hold out with no U.S. aid? How -do you now rate the
prospects for getting Congress to ~pprove additional military
aid for South Vietnam?
·

President Thieu
1.

What effect if any will the resignation of President Thieu have
on ending the war in South Vietnam?

2.

What role did the United States play in forcing President Thieu
to resign?

3.

Has Thieu asked for asylum in the United States? . Will he be
welcome to live in the United States"?

4.

Are there any negotiations going on now with the North Vietnamese
to end the war, or at least to allow the Americans to leave Saigon
before the Communists take over?
......

''

'-

5.

In his resignation statement President Thieu criticized the United
·States and particularly Sec.retary Kissinger for forcing him to
accept the continued presence of North Vietnamese troops in the
South. at the Paris Peace negotiations. He also accused the United
· States o£ pressuring him to resign. Are these charges true?

6.

If the-corruption and ineptitude of the Thieu Government was one
of the causes for losing the war, why did the UnitedStates support
him for so long?

Secretary Kissinger1.

Secretary Kissinger's policy in Southeast Asia, the Middle
East, and elsewhere all seem to be failing at one time.
Why do you keep Kissinger as yo~Secretary of State when
h~ has been so wrong, so often?

2.

Most people feel that you are totally dependent on Secretary
Kissinger for information and recommendations on foreign
policy. Wouldn't it be a sign that you arE3._. rrunning
foreign policy yourself if you appointed ~ own new
Secretary of State?

3.

Some of your other White House advisers are reported to be
urging you to appoint a new Special Assistant for National
Security Affairs because Secretary Kissinger cannot do both
jobs well and because the present system gives you only one
source of foreign policy information. Do you plan to get
a new NSC Director?

4.

Are these stories that some of your advisers are trying to break
Secretary Kissinger's strong influence on you true?

5.

Is there anything that you can point to to disprove the popular
belief that you are merely a puppet to Secretary Kissinger's
foreign policy views?

,_

Foreign Policy after Vietnam
1.

What were the mistakes the U.S. made, going all the way back to
the beginning, that led to the fall of Vietnam?

2.

What have you learned from this experience and what should
the American people learn from this experience that will help
guide foreign policy in the future?

3.

With the fall of Camboida and Vietnam, do you see the "domino
theory" now coming into play? What will be the next domino
to fall and what, if anything, can we do to prevent it?

4.

Public and Congressional opinion seems to be strongly against
anymore American military commitments overseas.
Are we
entering a new period of isolationalism? What can we do to
persuade Americans that they·still. have a leadership role
in the world given the present mood?
.
, f· ,,
··'
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What effect will the fall of Cambodialhave on the attitudes
of American allies and adversaries in the world: the
Mideast? Russia? China? NATO?
~

5.

6.

In the wake of the fall of Cambodia and Vietnam, can you
state clearly and simply what is·American foreign policy?

7.

Is the Nixon doctorine of supplying allies with arms to
defend themselves inoperative?

8.

If detente has ~. !D-2-~ftAg ~t all, ~hy were :ro. u not able
to use the new in§:ire,zB p w~th Russ~a and Ch~na to persuade
them to stop supplying weapons to North Vietnam and to force
Vietnam to stop its invasion of the South?

9.

Last week you said you did not blame Russia and China for
keeping its commitment.: to supply arms to North Vietnam but
the next day Secretary Kissinge:r:.said we will nevter forget
that Russia and China gave this help. How do you explain
this contradiction?
··'

10.

11.

In your Stateofthe World speech to Congress why did you
leave out any mention of Portugal and Taiwan? Does ·,the
U.S. still consider its mutual security treaty with Taiwan
still in force?
If south Vietnam falls to the Communists as now seems likely,
this will be the first time that the United States has ever
been on the losing side of a war. You yourself have said
this will be a traumatic experience for Americans. What
advice d<:> you·give to Americans, and how wil~ you c;onduc;
youself in order to lessen the trauma of los~ng th~s war.
,

~<-.
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Niddle East
1.

How are you progressing with the reassessment of our policies
in the Middle East which you announced some time ago?

2.

Are you holding up on addition
aid to Israel pending the
completion of that reassessment?

3.

There are indications now that the Soviets want the Geneva
talks to resume in June.
Have we heard from the Soviets
on this? Would we be willing to go along with this or would
we want to see Kissinger make one more step by step approach?

4.

y~
$ ....
3 "-'
· yesterday

said that the oil talks should be resumed
He also
said that Saudi Arabia and the u.s. are engaged in working
out a lon9'-term bi-lateral agreement. How do you feel about
a resumption of the oil talks? Would we be willing to go back
to the oil talks and under what conditions would we be willing
to resume talks?
or~prices would inevitably start going up again.

General Foreign Policy
1.

What is your response to President Kaunda's statement in his
toast the other night that the u.s. has no policy to Africa
except fo~e-~emaining white governments?
~~"J'P~

2.

Are you replacing John Scali with Pat Moynihan as Ambassador
to the United Nations? If so, why?

3.

Do you have a new assignment for John Scali?
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Politics
I.

Do you agree with Vice President Rockefeller that the question
of 11 who lost Viet nam11 could be a major issue in the 1976
Presidential election? You and your administration seem
to speak out of both sides of your mouth on this issue. On
the one hand you call for reason and conciliation in the wake
of Vietnam. On the other hand, you and others blame Congress
for the fall of Vietnam and Cambodia. Which is your position?
Don 1 t these charges against Congress plant the seeds of a devisive
national debate and don 1 t they make it inevitable that the loss of
Cambodia and Vietnam will be a nasty politic issue next year?
.

.

2.

Do you expect Ronald Reagan or some other Republican to challenge
you for your party's nomination as Congressman Ander son and
1
others predict?
•
'

3.

Since you have never "Qeen elected t~ the White House don 1t you have
to get into the New Hampshire and other primaries next year to
prove yourself?

4.

Will you dump Vice President Rockefeller as your running mate
in order to placade the conservative wing of your party?

5.

I£ you are serious about running for President next year; why

is it no one at the White House seems to have done anything
about preparing for a political campaign?
6.

Public opinion polls indicate that you may have trouble winning
the Republican nomination, and if you do win it, you may have
trouble getting elected. Could this low level of support persuade
you not to run next year?

7.

Many of the top officials of your Adininistration and most of the
domestic and foreign policys are merely carry-overs from the
Nixon Administration. When can we expect your own people and
your own policies?

8.

Are you satisfied with the way your White 'House is running ·
considering the numerous reports of infighting among staff
members, frequent leaks to the press, and constanfclisagreements
over major policies. If this is not the way you want your White
House to run, what do you plan to do about it?

.,
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9.

John Hersey described you as somewhat cold and lacking in
compassion for our most needy citizens. Is tbs the way you
view yourself? Considering that you raised the price of food
stamps and tried to limit social security increases, isn 1t that
an accurate description by Hersey?

10. How can you justify to the American people your playing golf
and socializing exclusively with extremely rich Republicans
while Indochina is falling and more than 8 million Americans
are unemployed? Even if the golf playing and socializing don 1 t
interfere with your concern and action, doesn 1t this present an
image to the American public of a typical Republican president
who doesn't really care about the less fortunate?

Domestic Questions:

1.

Are you going to veto the Farm Bill?

2.

Are you going to veto the Strip Mining Bill?

3.

Are yo1;1. going to impose another $1 on the imported oil tariff
and ~<[iiitrol old domestic oil on May 1 if Congress does not
approve a domestic energy bill, as you said you would?

4.

Do you really believe that the government deficit can be held
to $60 billion, or was that just a gimmick you used on television?

5.

How much higher will unemployment go? Will it go to 9 or 10%?
A member of your Administration predicted that unemployment
would go beyond 9%. Do you concur in that assessment? And
what do you think the peak unemployment figure will be?

